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I.

Integrating global systems science for sustainability (WP8)

I. 1. Elements of a Research Program for Global Systems Science
The world of computation is growing into new dimensions, not only technically, but also socially.
In the future, it will be essential to integrate the push for “more machines” – big data, supercomputing, etc. – and for “social networking” – facebook, twitter, and beyond – through a better
understanding of the global systems of which the emerging global ICT-infrastructure is a
paradigmatic example (see figure 1).

Figure 1. ‘A big picture’. From David de Roure (2012). ‘Knowledge Infrastructure for Global
Systems Science’. First Open Global Systems Science Conference.:
http://www.gsdp.eu/uploads/tx_conturttnews/David_de_Roure__Knowledge_Infrastructure_for_Global_Systems_Science.pdf

Better understanding cannot be achieved simply by combining more machines and more people, it
requires an inquiry based on new insights, methods, questions, and practical initiatives – a
research program for Global Systems Science. The second project year of GSDP has allowed to
assemble elements of such a program and to nurture a community – much larger than the GSDP
consortium – capable of fleshing out the program and develop vibrant research in that spirit.
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Three distinctive features of the research program of Global System Science (GSS) shall be
highlighted at the outset:
-

GSS will develop as an ICT-based conversation among researchers and society. Society here
means decision-makers, but also people in a variety of roles: members of political
communities from counties to nations to supra-national bodies, members of professional
fields that cross-cut political boundaries, members of cultural groups and networks adding
further dimensions of personal and social identity.

-

GSS will develop new ICT techniques, devices and methods to gather data on problems
that are hard to deal with at the present state of knowledge, not only taking advantage of
the rapid developments in ICT, but actively shaping them through the development of
suitable algorithms, data structures, type systems, and high-level concepts. This will
happen in a continuous interaction with the relevant industry.

-

GSS will develop an understanding of global systems building on the achievements of
algorithmic game theory and mechanism design. This shall enable societies to perceive
global systems and focus attention on new options for addressing some of the biggest
problems of our time. Coordination here is not only a matter of interaction between
nations, but implies the ability to overcome barriers implied by received patterns of
organizational specialization while enhancing, not weakening, the know-how made
available by specialists.

I.2. The Challenge of Distributed Control.
One of the most influential papers in computer science is a short communication published by
E.W. Dijkstra in 1974: „Self-stabilizing Systems in Spite of Distributed Control“ 1. One of the biggest
questions the world is faced with today is whether global financial markets are self-stabilizing
systems in spite of distributed control. Computer networks and financial markets seem to have
some remarkable similarities 2.
1

Dijkstra, E.W. 1974. ‘Self-stabilizing Systems in Spite of Distributed Control’ Communications of the ACM
Vol17(11):643-644. Available at: http://courses.csail.mit.edu/6.852/05/papers/p643-Dijkstra.pdf
2
See Guido Caldarelli. 2012. Economic Networks Coping with Crises in Complex Socio-Economic Systems. GSDP MOCAP
Workshop
on
Modelling
Carbon
Prices
Potsdam,
4
October
2012.
www.gsdp.eu/uploads/tx_conturttnews/Guido_Caldarelli_-_Economic_Networks__Coping_with_Crises_in_Complex_Socio-Economic_Systems.pdf
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The internet has become a global system with widely distributed control (despite strong American
influence, e.g. via ICANN). In fact, with smartphones, social networks, GPS, grid computing, global
IT industries and markets, a global digital infrastructure has emerged 3.

Global systems science is the scientific enterprise to study different global systems like the
internet, financial markets, or the global energy system in an integrated way. By now, this is both a
necessity to avoid major disasters and an opportunity to create new forms of human flourishing 4.

How to develop and maintain global systems so that the interactions between a multitude of
resources and agents develop in fruitful ways can be studied by means of algorithmic mechanism
design. It brings together the tradition of modern computers, using electrons to implement
mathematical programs, with the tradition of game theory 5, initiated by the collaboration
between the mathematician von Neumann and the economist Morgenstern. Already now,
algorithmic mechanism design provides a rich array of methods and insights relevant for global
systems science. Much more will be needed to deal with the global challenges of the 21st century.

I.3. The Emergence of Global Systems

Markets are paradigmatic examples of distributed control, and the relation between markets and
states is essential for understanding global systems. After Columbus reached America on behalf of
the Spanish crown, Spain established the first „empire on which the sun never sets“. This global
system was very much built on the template of the Roman empire, trying to implement
centralized control through a global centre-periphery structure – in the language of computer
networks, a hierarchy of star topologies. 6

3

See: David De Roure. Knowledge Infrastructure for Global Systems Science. First Open Global Systems Science
Conference.http://www.gsdp.eu/uploads/tx_conturttnews/David_de_Roure__Knowledge_Infrastructure_for_Global_Systems_Science.pdf
4
See the second WP2 GSDP Deliverable questions on ITC and risks.
5
See, for instance: Ottmar Edenhofer, Challenges for Modelling the Management of Global Commons: A Drama at
Multiple Levels MOCAP Workshop on Modelling Carbon Prices Potsdam, 4 October 2012. Available at:
http://www.gsdp.eu/uploads/tx_conturttnews/Ottmar_Edenhofer__Challenges_for_Modelling_the_Management_of_Global_Commons.pdf
6

For the following argument, see the contribution of Sander van der Leeuw in the 1st year deliverable of GSDP. In
addition, in the WP7 second year Deliverable contribution, Sander van der Leeuw asks: “How can governments, at all
levels, manage for emergence, so that it goes in the direction of sustainability.?”
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In game-theoretic terms, the point of this structure is that it provides the public good of a global
order through a dominating agent, a Hobbesian Leviathan. It thus avoids social dilemmata that
would make everybody worse off, like Hobbes’ war of all against all. The corresponding picture is
that of a prisoners’ dilemma resolved by an additional agent who captures payoffs from the
original players in such a way as to turn the Pareto optimum into a Nash equilibrium. This static
picture, however, needs to be enhanced by taking into account the dynamics of human history. To
maintain its privileged position in the face of pressures from the periphery, the center needs to
generate a stream of innovations. The system can be characterized as an iterated game, where at
each stage agents can use available resources to enlarge their strategy space.

In the case of the Spanish empire, the innovative capacity of the center was insufficient to cope
with innovative challenges from the periphery, like the reformation and the generation of wealth
by skilled craftsmen and merchants operating on increasingly global markets. As a result, different
nations started to fight for the hegemonic position in the new world system7.

The UK prevailed. By becoming the global center of technical and social innovation, it managed to
maintain its own empire on which the sun never set until the 20th century.
When Germany challenged British hegemony in two World Wars, its challenge failed, but triggered
the transition to American hegemony, sustained by unprecedented innovative capacity.

A key aspect of this transition was the displacement of the British Pound as the main global
currency by the Dollar. Meanwhile, American hegemony is challenged by the rise of China.
Whether the global systems of the future will still follow primarily the template of centralized
control set by the Roman empire or evolve more in the spirit of self-stabilizing systems with
distributed controls is a fundamental question for global systems science.

7

See also Wallerstein, I. M. 2011. The Modern World-System, vols. I-IV: Berkeley: University of California Press; and
Morris, I. 2010. Why The West Rules – For Now Farrar, Straus and Giroux.
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I.4. Towards a Theory of Global Systems

Distributed controls does not mean absence of controls, but that the system in question is
controlled by rules – norms, conventions, protocols, etc. – that do not result from decisions taken
by a central agent within the system. Instead they result either from the original configuration or
from the subsequent dynamics of the system itself.

Such a dynamics cannot be represented by an iteration of prisoners’ dilemmas. By now, however,
key building blocks for suitable representations are available. They include (and will be
complemented by other ones in future research) 8:

-

stochastic networks of agents: agents can appear and disappear, the networks include
interaction links and observation links, both kinds of links evolve in a stochastic fashion;

-

networks of networks: there are agents like nations, firms, households, natural persons;
firms may belong to a nation and operate in several others, a person from one nation may
belong to a household in another nation, etc.;

-

coordination games: they are played by agents connected by interaction links; they offer
multiple equilibria, these can be selected by social norms that evolve ;

-

resources: they define the strategy spaces of the agents and are modified by the payoffs of
the games, they can include know-how, so that innovation can be represented as resource
dynamics, and they can include location, to represent spatial, especially urban dynamics;

-

local knowledge: agents remember a finite number of games they either played
themselves or observed through observation links; agents can only observe a small subset
of all games played;

-

heuristics: agents start with given strategies and modify these by imitating particularly
successful other agents, by taking into account their own experience in past games, and by
chance.

With these elements it is possible to start developing first models, and later a theory of global
systems. Of course, by global systems here we always mean systems involving human agents in
8

In this regard, see the second year deliverable GSDP contributions on Global Economic Interactions and Sustainability
by WP3 and on Emergent Behavior of multi-scale networks of networks by WP6.
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such a way as to somehow span the globe. The oceans of the Earth are not a global system in this
sense, nor is the World Series of American baseball one. Three special cases of global systems may
serve as illustratie examples.

As a first case, it is possible to analyse economic processes like financial crisis or options for green
growth at global scales. Proposing, accepting or refusing prices are actions by agents, no
auctioneer is needed, reference prices may or may not emerge as conventions, if they do emerge
they select possible basins of attraction of the overall system.

A very interesting case is given by urban systems as sources of innovations. Contemporary cities
are intersections of different global systems – financial, informational, energetic, etc. Moreover,
they are nodes in the global urban system that has evolved over the past centuries. In this system,
comprehensive centre-periphery structures may stabilise for a while, centers may shift, but the
evolution of ICT may also lead to multiple spatial hierarchies that blur the simple spatial patterns
of the past.

A third example concerns common pool resources: the role of property rights, transaction costs,
prices, trust relations and social norms can be analysed so as to identify the role of spatial scale
and resource configuration, in order to support global policies in areas as diverse as reforestation,
climate change, ocean fishery, and more.

I. 5. Computer Networks as Geoscopes
The history of humankind is intertwined with the evolution of human cognitive capacity. 9 It took
our ancestors thousands of generations to learn to focus on the apex of a stone, shaping it for
practical purposes, and then on its edge, later still on surfaces. The fossil record allows to
reconstruct a progression from zero-dimensional points to one-dimensional lines, two dimensional
planes and three-dimensional volumes. From a cognitive point of view, further, more abstract
„dimensions“ were added, until the well-known capability to pay attention to about 7 things
simultaneously had been reached.

The development of written alphabets several thousand years ago induced a huge enhancement
9

See again Sander van der Leeuw in the 1st year deliverable of GSDP.
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of human cognitive capacities. Even if short-term memory did not change much, the human mind
could now quickly move through texts, archives, filing systems, and thereby administer and
organize large numbers of people and objects. In the same historical transition, new concepts and
whole conceptual schemes were incorporated in human language. Notions of political
representation, legal procedure, different property rights and much more were introduced,
allowing for the organisation of the large centre-periphery structures of empires and sometimes
democracies.

The present development of global computer networks is adding a new layer to human cognitive
capacities. They enable us to perceive global systems at a level of detail and with a speed that
were unconceivable before. Moreover, the recursive character of computing – computers do not
simply store data, a finite program can lead them to repeat a computation again and again –
introduces a fundamental jump beyond the large, but finite numbers of written filing systems:
with the advent of smartphones and tablet, the phrase to „hold infinity in the palm of your hand“
has acquired an additional meaning. This is no minor feat, it is the beginning of infinity as a
standard realm of human cognition.

A bit like we can see the stars without telescopes we can perceive global systems by means of
maps, ships, diaries, contracts, etc. But like telescopes have greatly enhanced our perception of
stars, computer networks can greatly enhance our perception of global systems: they are
becoming the geoscopes of humankind. While telescopes don’t move the stars around, however,
computer networks do shape global systems. Telescopes evolved as new challenges arose in the
observation of stars; computer networks will evolve as new challenges will arise in the perception
of global system, but their evolution will also shape the evolution of global systems themselves.

To develop geoscopes for the global challenges of this century, new ways of collecting, organising
and using data will be essential. Social networks will play a growing role in data collection, raising
new issues of mechanism design. The sheer amount of data will require new methods of
structuring them, leading to new type systems and domain specific languages 10.

The power of simulation will facilitate many tasks of decision-making, and developing suitable
10

See in particular the contribution and the key questions and challenges posed by WP2 second year deliverable
contribution on Domain specific languages for modelling global systems.
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modeling strategies for decision support will be a major challenge for global systems science. If it
will be met, decision-makers will be provided with real-time evidence on key global problems and
on the effects of their action. Clearly, this should lead to better decisions and improved
implementation.

Through enhanced capabilities of data collection and analysis together with use of those data in
simulations of future possibilities, global systems science can become a key component of
worldwide processes of social learning 11. At the present stage, two domains of learning will be
especially useful. First, examples of best practice in dealing with global systems. These may show
up at the global, but more likely at the national, regional and sectoral level. Interesting cases are
given by regions like Baden Württemberg in Germany or Kerala in India. The former managed to
be one of the most competitive economic regions on the planet while reducing carbon emissions,
the latter managed to outperform most other developing country regions with similar or even
higher GDP in terms of various measures of improving the quality of life. Future IT platforms must
greatly enhance the capability to identify and share such learning experiences. Second, examples
of promising designs for new global institutional arrangements. Interesting cases are given by
proposals (e.g. by the governor of the people’s bank of China) for practical steps towards a longterm transformation of the global financial system and by the development of global professional
associations, ranging from IT to healthcare, from agriculture to teaching.

Social learning raises an additional challenge for global systems science, however, one that will
lead beyond computing 12. The challenge is to embed the evidence made available by global
systems science into a careful dialogue that enables policy-makers to reflect on their practice. The
problem is this: there will never be enough evidence to make a particular decision on global
problems univocally the right one 13. The reason is a kind of uncertainty principle of global systems.
In order to learn more about one aspect of such a system, one needs to set up an apparatus that
will modify other aspects of the system. In their practice, decision-makers must take responsibility
11

On the challenges ahead on this matter, see Michael M. Resch 2012. Verification and Validation of Simulation
Models – The Roles of Theory, Experimentation and Observation. First Open Global Systems Science Conference.
www.gsdp.eu/uploads/tx_conturttnews/Michael_Resch__Verification_and_Validation_of_Simulation_Models_01.pdf
12
See Tàbara, J. D. 2012. ‘Social learning to cope with global environmental change and unsustainability’. In: Stewart
Lockie, David A. Sonnenfeld, and Dana R. Fisher (eds). The Routledge International Handbook of Social and
Environmental Change. London and New York: Routledge.
13 See the ‘challenges in the science-policy interface’ posed by the second year GSDP deliverable by WP4 on System
dynamics for operational and policy decisions.
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for shaping global systems that can only partially be captured by reliable scientific evidence.
Therefore, global systems science will not only provide such evidence, but also the opportunity for
decision-makers to reflect on their practice where they don’t implement the results of scientific
research but shape global systems as professionals, citizens and human beings.
I. 6. Role of ITC and evidence-based policy
Global systems science requires models and evidence-based policy appraisals that span the whole
range of scales from local and regional to global decision-making. The multidimensionality of
global problems and the interconnectedness of decisions across different policy sectors have to be
reflected in a transdisciplinary approach involving political scientists, economists, philosophers,
psychologists, and more. At the same time, ICT opens a vast range of opportunities for social
dialogues, and new venues for political participation. Researchers, policy makers and new global
communities can work on the possibilities that ICT offers for global systems understanding and
renewal. The role of ICT can be understood as forming part of an integrated process comprising
the searching of evidence, dissemination and scrutinizing, global reasoning, identification of
proposal for action, good governance, and implementation. For each of these stages there are also
particular challenges specifically for research and for ITC, as shown below (extracted from Ulf
Dahlsten

presentation

at

the

Brussels

Conference,

available

at:

www.gsdp.eu/nc/news/news/date/2012/11/20/first-open-global-systems-science-conference/):
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I.7. Global systems: multiple epistemologies and policy concerns.

Global Systems Science could not emerge without substantial advances in information and
communication technology (ICT). The use of computer models, digitized data, and global virtual
networks are vital for GSS, and GSS can provide a key domain for socially useful ICT developments.
GSS builds on economics as well as on climatology, on history as well as on geography and on a
variety of further disciplines. However, it is no attempt to renew the failed pursuit for a single
unified science. It simply integrates insights and methods that are useful in studying global
systems and develops them further for that purpose. Important examples of global systems are:


the energy, water and food supply systems



the internet



the global financial system



the agents, resources and mechanisms involved in climate policy



the web of military forces and relations



globally spreading diseases



the scientific community

GSS is one of those fields of inquiry where a separation between basic and applied science is
misleading as multiple research-action processes and epistemologies out to converge in the
sharpening of our understanding of global systems dynamics and policies.

The kinds of challenges and questions that GSS ought to address area manifold and here a few
examples must suffice:
Scientific challenges


System characterisation: the process of conceiving, apprehending and selecting a set of
objects, networks or interactions as separate components of a given global system which
follows its own particular dynamics but at the same time is related to other parts of the
global system or to other systems at different levels.



Aggregation and emergence quantification: a scientific challenge to identifying the
intermediate complex mechanisms leading lead to emergent properties and dynamics in
13

global systems. Aggregation entails various stages in terms of scientific challenges: 1)
Identification and recognition of a given mechanism which needs to be aggregated (system
inclusion), 2) Scientific modelling, representation and analysis of its dynamics 3) Selection
of the appropriate theories and tools to carry out the actual aggregation; and linking such
understanding to the aggregative dynamics of a given system to other systems.
Policy Challenges


Transformation and innovation in global governance systems linking complex policy, social
and economic networks operating at local, city and regional

levels with recursive,

multiplicative and cumulative effects on global social-ecological systems.


Problem and global risk proliferation: the exponential growth of multiple systemic
problems derived from the application of non-systemic, partial, single-domain solutions to
global problems leads to the unique nature of the type of research-policy processes and
objects to be addressed by GSS and the realisation of the limitations of the existing
(modelling) tools and methods to deal with this distinctive type of problems and risks.



Trust building and public engagement: intended transformations in global systems can only
be made if the agents in charge of given interventions have enough legitimacy and
recognition as to have intellectual, moral and political authority to act - and to do so for the
collective wellbeing. ITC are challenging traditional sources and processes of trust-building
in policy, science and education but also ITC open new opportunities for trust-building
through other more innovative, open and transparent means of communication and
interaction and public engagement.
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II.

Risk and resilience in times of globalization (WP2)

II.1. Introduction
The understanding and governance of global systems – social, economic and ecological (socio-ecoeco) – raises questions about systemic risks and multi-scalar resilience. This requires new systemic
perspectives in science and policy that can help find novel responses to the unsustainable trends
of global socio-eco-eco systems. A new set of approaches to system modeling and governance is
needed, articulating quantitative and qualitative models and analyses and also narratives that
span the whole range of scales and domains. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
has an important role to play in linking various global systems, in fostering global learning
communities and awareness, and developing new methodologies and decision support systems
for global governance. Regarding risk – conventional, systemic and emergent – and resilience,
some progress has been made by employing the rich tradition of systems thinking and notions of
emergence from complexity science to understand and characterize increasingly vulnerable
globalized systems with many under examined and partially understood interdependencies.
II.2. Finding from our initial overview of the risk and resilience literature and practice
Our initial overview of the systemic risk and resilience literature and best practice in the field of
risk management and governance showed that systemic risk and resilience are informed by
multiple, parallel intellectual and practice traditions. The scholar literature review reveals a
diversity of fields, including environmental and engineering sciences, management studies,
psychology and physics reflecting a variety of ontological and epistemological underpinnings, a
current lack of commonly agreed principles and the potential for disputed definitions. For
example, some research communities focusing on systemic risk and/or resilience assert the
notional and socially constructed nature of global systems and suggest the potential of pluralistic
innovation. Others, by contrast harness empirical evidence to clearly specify the boundaries
between the ‘system’ and its ‘environment’ and focus on defining endogenous and exogenous
variables, in order to describe or predict the dynamics of such systems.
The review of practice reveals that communities of professional practice are also actively engaged
with the concepts of systemic risk and resilience. Domains include ICT/CIOs, health/wellbeing,
enterprise risk management, corporate governance, environmental management, human
15

resources, accountancy and audit, aid and development, defense and security, national and
competitive intelligence, and various international/multilateral bodies.

While the literature and practice overview shows the lack of commonly agreed principles and
definitions, the potential for common terms and shared concepts is also clear:

1. The risk landscape is in flux. The notion of risk as contagious, emergent and systemic rather
than isolatable, quantifiable and controllable has catalyzed parallel searches for new
foresight approaches and futures research methods and tools that either enhance
predictive analytics or seek to engage with framing disputes and irreducible uncertainties.
Systemic risk sources can be endogenous or exogenous to the system of concern.
2. The term systemic risk is sometimes used in association with the notion of systemic
resilience but the nature of how these different concepts are related is not clear and
sometime the terms appear to be conflated or used interchangeably. Resilience is
sometimes promoted by groups such as the Resilience Alliance (www.resalliance.org) as
the new sustainability agenda.
3. The concept of resilience has originated in parallel intellectual traditions and fields of
practice and is subject to multiple interpretations. Essential to both notions, but often
overlooked is the need for emphasis on systemic risk/resilience OF something TO
something.
4. Systemic risk can be defined as exogenous or endogenous to a particular system (OF
something) and manifest in terms of specific dimensions (e.g. TO carbon pricing) or wider
contexts (TO global environmental changes). It is often described as contagious (e.g.
propagating across different categories of risk or between different systems) and emergent
(i.e. interpretation depends on developments in the wider context).


Resilience can be characterized in psychological, socio-cultural, ecological and
technological dimensions and is defined in at least three distinct ways:



Robustness: In this sense, resilience is the capacity of a system to carry on regardless
and to continue to operate effectively under a wider range of wider environmental
conditions that might unfold.
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Adaptability: Resilience of an individual or system depends on reactive agility – the
speed and flexibility to adjust to changing circumstances, calm turbulence and bounce
back to ‘normal’ after a shock.



Transformability: In this sense, resilience is proactive agility, the adaptive capacity to
switch between strategies and do something fundamentally different, to reinvent self or
identify and/or to shift institutional arrangements to create a new ‘system’ and a
different set of future possibilities.

5. Some communities focus on systemic risk and resilience in terms of a particular dimension
and scale (e.g. system risk of carbon in the UK banking sector) while others emphasis the
multi-dimensional nature of systemic risks (e.g. pro-poor development, climate change,
sustainable development) and multi-scalar nature (e.g. individual, team, organizational,
ecosystem) of resilience and, in turn, raise issues of framing, systemic trade-offs and cobenefits.

Our review of literature and practice also revealed a number of tools and methods concerning
prospection, anticipatory knowledge and strategic foresight processes which are pivotal to
managing systemic risk and resilience.

There has been a proliferation of futures research and foresight studies in response to concerns
that a lack of long-term perspectives is contributing to the catastrophic potential of global
systemic risk and the lack of global systems resilience.

A new emphasis on global strategic early warning systems and an urgency towards the
transformation of existing institutional arrangements, has shifted attention from single issues to
connected challenges, from governments to cross-sector partnerships and from forecast, based
policies and planning to decision making under uncertainty.

The complexity, ambiguity, values-conflicts and uncertainty associated with the multi-scale,
multidimensional, systemic challenges and changes help characterize systemic risks and catalyze
the search for resilience. In turn, this has stimulated the search for new and more effective
approaches to actionable foresight at the international, national and more local level. A new
generation of futures research tools and approaches is emerging. These tools and approaches
17

combine mathematical treatments of systems and uncertainty – including quantitative modeling
and predictive analytics – and methods that grapple with pluralism and ambiguity via qualitative
multi-stakeholder engagement – such as participatory scenarios and second order back-casting.
These mixed-method approaches to more systemic and actionable foresight, in turn, must address
systems framing disputes, forge shared systemic understanding and facilitate the identification of
trade-offs and new opportunities involved in progressing adaptive and transformative change in
food systems.

The availability of tool and methods for approaches involving ‘predict and decide’ is being
paralleled by the development of alternative and new approaches of ‘navigate’ and/or ‘create’ and
in turn bringing the fuzzy field of futures into contact with new technologies (e.g. social media),
wider fields of scholarship (e.g. complexity, narratology, innovation) and new communities of
practice (transition, design, entrepreneurship).

II.3. Questions and challenges concerning risk and resilience in research
Attempts to manage systemic risk and secure resilience raise new questions and highlight
significant gaps in knowledge:

1. What is unique of global systems risks and the resilience of global systems (functioning)?
2. What the challenges of extreme events mean for the reconceptualization of risk and
resilience of global systems?
3. How are systemic risk and/or resilience related to other concepts, such as ‘agility’,
‘longevity’, ‘transition’, etc.? If we build a museum of ontological artifacts what models of
systemic risk management and resilience would be exhibited?
4. Which global systemic risks are of most concern and to whom? Can/how do these risks
relate to the resilience agenda?
5. How to combine adaptability with transformability of systems? How to implement
‘extreme adaptation policies’? How to harness transformability?
6. Is there an optimal scale for resilience and, if not, can/how can it be managed on a multiscalar basis? Can too much resilience at one level undermine resilience at another e.g.
future proofing/stress testing of a firm/sector undermining resilience of the
sector/society?
7. Can resilience be measured a priori? If so, what metrics are being/should be used?
18

8. How to tackle the cognitive and empowerment issues at the core of global challenges?
What is the role of social media in this process?
o E.g., the global environmental change and sustainability issues have been framed as
a collective problem rather than an individual one. Is there a need to bring it back
to the individual level and if yes, how?
o E.g., Individual and collective risk perceptions influence the allocation of resources
and investment decisions. How models can better take such aspects into account?

II.4. Questions and challenges concerning risk and resilience in science-policy interface
Across different fields of practice is it clear that despite the diversity of scholarly perspectives,
there are moves to progress new practices. However, new practices raise also new questions:
1. Have the limits of the Enterprise Risk Model been reached? If so, what comes next?
2. Who is responsible for managing systemic risk and/or ensuring resilience?
3. How can our current knowledge support change processes?
4. Who will pay for resilience and how (e.g. z-ratio in financing)?
5. Designing and developing more intelligent policy options in an era of systemic risk and the
search for resilience:


Framing diversity and disputes: How to and who frames ‘the system’ and selects the
relevant ‘future context(s)’?





What are the new systemic trade-offs and how to navigate these?
-

Increased systemic efficiency vs. resilience?

-

Productivity-sufficiency-conservation?

-

Governance: improvisation vs. control?

How to take into account co-benefits?

In order to give a more concrete dimension to the questions and challenges concerning risk and
resilience in research and at the science-policy interface, we have inquired – in a number of
workshops and meetings – the global sustainability challenges through two different perspectives:
first, from the challenge of extreme events and second, through the link between global climate
policy and the financial crisis and global markets.

II.5. Risk and resilience from the challenge of extreme events perspective
Traditionally, the main sources of risks – hazard, exposure and vulnerability to extreme events –
19

tend to be dealt with separately. We inquired how to better integrate risk management and
governance between different types of systems and scales both temporal and spatial and to
identify and build pathways towards more resilient global interconnected societies.
Specific questions and challenges:


How to deal with the multi-scalar sources of instability in global systems?



How to tackle the multi-dimensional aspects of disasters (natural disaster, pandemic etc.)?



How can resilience to disasters be increased in a time of global economic crises, decreasing
resource availability at local, national and international levels? How can more be achieved with
less?



What is the role of data (e.g. data through sensors, in a smart city context)?



What role can ICT play in?
o Preventing disasters: E.g. Early warning systems; learning from previous disasters;
disaster-related citizen participation; use of social media in mobilizing and
activating information thus empowering citizens and help build resilient
communities;
o Response times to disasters: E.g. Search and rescue technology and expertise;
improvement of disaster investigation systems using smart phones, GPS, sensors,
social media for gathering valuable information in real-time (providing situational
updates, geo-location information, situation awareness etc.);
o Disaster recovery: E.g. Coordination of National Disaster Management Systems;
public health and telemedicine during disaster recovery.

II. 6. Risk and resilience from the challenge of linking global climate policy and global markets
perspective

Today there is compelling evidence that at the heart of the global financial crisis there is a capital
crisis from the energy flows imbalance (two third of global imbalances are due to energy). This
raises the questions of the sustainability of a globalized open financial system dependent on fossil
fuel and of its consequences in terms of systemic issues.
A possible response is to tackle jointly the governance of energy systems – in which the climate
can be thought an unwanted negative effect of its malfunctioning – with the governance of
information systems, in which the financial systems are also part. Thus reforming climate and
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financial issues could be thought as two key pillars in the move toward an integrated strategy for a
green transformation.
A green transformation strategy could offer the opportunity to address the current financial and
economic crisis by turning sufficient amounts of financial capital into entrepreneurial investment.
Transforming the cities, businesses, energy systems and homes jointly with making the best use of
information systems, including ICT and knowledge about transparency and governance of
monetary flows so as to increase welfare while reducing damages to the environment is great
opportunity and a tremendous challenge at the same time. Moreover, given the scale of the
finance required, combined with tightening fiscal constraints in most industrialized countries, the
challenge to leverage significant investment is.
Specific questions and challenges:


What tools are needed to address systemic risk, global finance and the sustainability
challenges together?



How to tackle the issue of risk transfer from private to public sector (there are similarities in
this respect between the financial crisis issues and the sustainability issues)? How can data and
models of risk help in better regulation?



How the broadening scope of information available for decision-making changes our
conception of money and its role in how society functions? How changing the nature of
information can change the nature of decision-making? Money is information but we know the
system is fundamentally flawed and our balance sheet is broken - blind to a wide range of
issues that matter greatly in terms of risk matrix that went global and multi-scalar with long
supply chains and shadow (i.e., invisible) dependencies.



What role ICT plays in a differentiated globalization? As ICT allows the emergence of different
forms of local economies, it may push us in the direction of a new type of globalization with a
re-evaluation of the nature, risks and opportunities in managing supply chains. Can ICT help us
to rebalance supply chains based on their length, risks and social payoffs they bring by making
visible and bringing into the decision making new dimensions reflecting forms of social capital
invisible otherwise?



How to use ICT to provide opportunities for public engagement, political participation, more
sustainable consumption and altogether societal change?
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II.7. Concluding remarks
The triple disaster that hit Japan in March 2011, which followed the financial crisis in 2008 and the
economic recession since have had a profound effect on the world societies, beyond the ones
directly impacted. The remaining challenge is how to turn such effect into a transformative effect
on societies, addressing not only the immediate physical and the economical consequences but
also the longer-term social and political consequences of such events.
The science of global systems gives today the opportunity to integrate new insights from science
with the evolution of risk perceptions, how do democracies deal with extreme risks, and how are
collective preferences toward risk are translated into the decision-making and policy-making
processes. There is an important role for ICT to play in this endeavor: bring the necessary
knowledge (data on the state of the world, models, and data on societal and individual
perceptions, attitudes and behaviors) and provide a means for new forms of societal organization
to better cope with and anticipate systemic and emergent risks.

The key questions and challenges we articulated together with scholars and practitioners
contribute to move towards the overall purpose of the GSDP project, to develop a research
program for the study of global system in an open dialogue with policy makers and relevant
practitioners.
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III. Global economic interactions and sustainability (WP3)

III. 1. Introduction: Economic Interactions, Global Systems Science and Sustainability.

Objects of governance have turned into parts of a globally interconnected system whose
sustainability is at risk. This raises new challenges for science. This might even call for a specific «
global systems science», which shall on the one hand support governance and, on the other hand,
analyze power and influence in these interconnected systems. In this report, we investigate how
those two issues materialize in the economic realm: new questions and challenges economic
policy addresses to science and new questions and challenges science faces when investigating
economic policy and decision making in a globalized market environment.

Middle-term issues, whose time-span approximately coincides with the average five years
electoral mandate, might be adequately dealt with by neo-classical social science: policy-makers
maximize their probability of being reelected by putting in place policies whose efficiency (number
of jobs created or quantity of pollution avoided) can be assessed “all other things being equal”
using computable general equilibrium models. Questions about sustainability are of a different
kind, they are not asked “ceteris paribus” as they rely on endogenous dynamics and challenge the
very existence of the system under investigation. Sustainability mainly refers to the long-term
balance between economic development, social cohesion and environmental conservation but
also materializes as problems with very short time-horizons such as the 2011 earthquake in Japan,
the failure of Lehman brothers, or the sovereign debt crisis in the Eurozone. Both for short and
long-term issues, decision-makers turn to science with very specific as well as with very general
questions, with micro and macro problems. As far as environmental change is concerned,
questions range from “How to move to a competitive low carbon economy in 2050?” to “How to
reproduce locally an industrial symbiosis like this of Kalundborg. Turning to the financial realm,
one might wonder whether (or until when) the global financial system was sustainable or if it can
today provide the 30 billions euros Greece needs by 2020 to upgrade its energy system14.

It is doubtful that a single model might address those issues. As former ECB president Jean-Claude
Trichet puts is: ''The key lesson I would draw from our experience is the danger of relying on a

14

see http://www.investingreece.gov.gr/default.asp?pid=36&sectorID=38&la=1
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single methodology or paradigm. Policy-makers need to have input from various theoretical
perspectives and from a range of empirical approaches. Open debate and a diversity of views must
be cultivated.” However, even if one embeds all existing heterodoxies, very few of the policyrelevant questions of the time can be addressed. Among the challenges to be faced in order to
overcome this failure are the disaggregation and the extension to non-equilibrium phenomena of
economic models and the exploitation of the wealth of data at hands thanks to the IT revolution.

The burgeoning mind of economists has managed to develop a wide taxonomy of models (e.g
general equilibrium, CAPM, Cournot competition, Bertrand competition, principal-agent) under
the, most often ad-hoc, constraint of only considering equilibrium situations. There is little doubt
that this taxonomy can be extended if the economist toolbox is enriched by non-equilibrium
models inspired by harder sciences.

How to foster this process ? For example how can

econophysics and agent-based models become mainstream within the economic profession ?
Which standards can be established to better communicate about models that aren’t always
analytically tractable ?

New classes of models and new tools are also required to exploit the wealth of data at hands
thanks to the IT revolution. Statistical institutes produce a limited and rather immutable class of
indicators with a certain lag. Now, most if not all the data collected by statistical institutes during
census operations are in fact readily available in some electronic form and circulating at extremely
high speed on the internet. What are ethical and methodological issues posed by “big data” ? Are
current models up to the challenge of parsing if not explaining the material ?

Finally, as a counterpart to the questions posed by policy, shouldn’t global systems science come
with series of interrogations about power and governance in the globalized economy? With
markets’ liberalization and globalization, nation states seem to have lost part of the influence and
the power they had on the economy. Where has this power gone? Can citizens be offered better
maps of the corporate governance network, the financial system or the international trade
network ? Aren’t such maps necessary to embed in the democratic process the redrawing of
boundaries between the public and the private spheres, the public and the private sectors,
communities and cities, membership and governance?
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It appears that global systems science questions both the science/policy interface and social, in
particular economic, science pet se. This reports examines in more details around which questions
and challenges the research program of Global System Science begins to crystallize. Section II
approaches the issue at the policy/science interface. Section III focuses on research per se. We
conclude by analyzing the interplay between the emergence of Global Systems Science and curent
politico-economics transformations.

III. 2. Questions and Challenges in the science-policy interface

Many research projects currently pursued by members of the Global System Science community
are of direct relevance for policy-making. They cover a wide set of issues ranging from the
forecasting of financial crisis (see http://www.focproject.net/) to the implementation of industrial
symbiosis (see http://erie.surrey.ac.uk/), through to the analysis of green growth prospects (see
http://www.globalclimateforum.org/). The strength of the interactions with policy-makers within
such projects might vary according to the nature of the project (qualitative/quantitative), its
development status or the history of the relationships between the project leaders and policy
makers in the relevant area. It seems however that distinctions can be made on the basis of the
time-horizon of the issues at stake and on the existence or not of an intuitive and shared
understanding of the key drivers of the processes under consideration.

When there exists an understanding of the key drivers of the processes under consideration,
there is a demand for model to provide further dynamical and/or quantitative insights into the
problems at stake. New developments in information and communication technologies are central
as they allow:
-

to model complex non-linear phenomena that can’t be meaningfully captured by the
existing mathematical apparatus,

-

to provide alternative methodologies for problems in which (neo-)classical methodology
have failed,

-

to integrate new data sources (“big data”) in existing and future models.

During this year’s GSDP workshops, successful examples building on each of these approaches
have been analyzed. One can cite:
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-

Industrial ecology, for which the issues at stake are clear: one is concerned with the better
integration of material and energy follows. However the network of relationships are much
too complex to be tracked analytically. The Erie project (see ref. above) develops a
framework for generating and testing policy that aim at fostering an industrial symbiosis in
the Humber region. It therefore builds on analytical and computational tools such as agentbased models and complex adaptive networks.

-

Climate Policy, in which most of the international organizations (UNEP, OECD, EU) have
identified the development of clean technologies as a new engine for “green growth” while
standard computable general equilibrium analysis can only analyze climate policy as a
costly deviation of equilibrium. The development of computational models that allow for
out-of-equilibrium dynamics (such as the German Green Growth or the MADIANS model
developed by the Global Climate Forum, see ref above) permits to represent the transition
to a low-carbon economy and hence to develop a dialog with stakeholders and policymakers on that transition.

-

Forecasting and/or nowcasting of economic and financial indicators ranging from financial
volatility to unemployment rates through retail sales can be vastly improved using search
queries data as additional independent variables (see Bordino and al. 2012, Choi and
Varian 2012, MacLaren and Shanbhoge, 2011) .

When it comes to issues where the key dynamics are less well understood, policy-markers are
requesting maps rather than models to make more informed, “evidence-based” decisions. An
example of such issue is the regulation of shadow banking for which the topological analysis of the
financial networks performed within the FOC project (see above) has been identified by policymakers has a major potential input.

Trust and reputation have to be gained by providing inputs on such specific short-term policy
problems so as to have GSS recognized as a useful companion to policy and decision making. This
process is crucial to fit elements of deeper significance in the scientific process but also to gain
some political support for the disclosure of data that are needed to develop accurate models of
the financial core of the economy.
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As far as financial markets are concerned, success stories such as this of Renaissance technologies
are important assets. In the field of macroeconomics, the loss of credit of the economic profession
since the beginning of the great recession has been so massive that even alternative paradigms
might be looked at suspiciously. In order to overcome this state of affairs, GSS has to show it is of a
different nature than economics as practiced until today. A pragmatic demonstration can be
performed through ICT by showing that new types of agent and network based models are able to
parse and to explain the massive flow of numerical data. From the policy point of view, this implies
addressing questions like:
-

What kind of models can be used for “emergency” economic and financial management?
By who and how?

-

What kind of models can be used for long-term issues such as strategic planning or
scenario generation? By who and how? For example, what kind of models do we need to
better manage the transition to a green economy?

-

How can models improve public understanding of the dynamics of global systems? How
does this impact governance?

III. 3. Questions and Challenges in research

The approach of Global Systems is a major challenge for science, which is usually limited to
relatively simple problems. Indeed, strict criteria of reproducibility and systematic test are much
easily implemented in simple situations. It is nevertheless more and more clear that important and
challenging problems are at the boundaries between different disciplines or involve many
disciplines. The implementation of scientific quantitative tools in socio-economic disciplines is an
archetypal example of this interdisciplinarity but also of the complexity of addressing problems
combining local and global interactions.

A fundamental remark was made on this issue by J. Johnson at GSDP’s workshop on “Global
Systems as Networks of Networks” held in Florence in May 2012 (see slides on the GSDP website):
“We have no formalism to combine the micro-, meso- and macro-level dynamics of systems in any
field.” and hence “the dynamics of multilevel systems as the area in Complex systems science
requiring a major paradigm shift beyond which significant scientific progress can not be made. “
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In the economic realm, this impossibility materializes mainly as a tension between individual
behaviour, classically individual rationality, and network effects. The use of a representative agent
in most neoclassical macroeconomic modeling is a particularly vocal example of the current state
of affairs.
Still, network science has expanded dramatically over the last decade or so. We now know much
more about how ideas and behaviours spread across networks. Hence a first series of problems
might be addressed provided one is able to identified whether network or individual effects
dominate, whether rationality matters or not. For example, the development of waste recycling
might be mainly driven by network effects while the household’ choices of heating technology
might be rationally made given, possibly imperfect, information about energy prices. Making
operational the insights of network theory for global systems then amounts to:

- Develop heuristics to identify in any given situation the relative strength of

network

effects versus individual selection on behaviour.
-Develop ICT tools to obtain good approximations to the underlying topology whenever
network effects are a strong influence on behavior.
- Develop strategies on how to alter behavior in these contexts.

Before opting for and implementing such a network based approach, one must in most cases
obtain and structure the required data. In certain domain of applications, such as financial
regulation the availability of data is the major challenge, in others such as forecasting on the basis
of search query data, the structuration of the data is the core of the problem. As far as data
availability is concerned, the challenge lies more in developing trust relationships with
stakeholders and/or policy-makers if the issue touches upon regulatory measures.

As far as data structuration is concerned, the question that arises is how to develop quantitative
and economically meaningful measures on the basis of the wealth of data emerging from social
networks, e-commerce and other ICT based forms of socio-economic activity. An example of
recent work in this area is this of (Hidalgo and Hausmann 2009, Tacchella and al. 2012) on
international trade. The latter authors introduce a new metrics for the Fitness of countries and the
Complexity of products which corresponds to the fixed point of the iteration of two nonlinear
coupled equations. They show that measuring intangible nonmonetary values is a crucial element
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in economics because its comparison with the monetary performance can reveal new information
on the hidden potential of a country, which is a fundamental element for future growth. A broader
challenge is to define new aggregation to “make big data speak”.

Simple network models and complex statistics are necessary to draw better mapsof the socioeconomic system but they are too crude to inform macro-economic policy. There lies probably
the greatest challenge for Global Systems Science in the economic realm. The development of
large-scale agent-based models (within the framework of EU-funded projects such as EURACE,
http://www.eurace.org/, or CRISIS, http://www.crisis-economics.eu, or within the framework of
the institute for New Economic Thinking taskforce on agent-based modeling) provides the route to
an alternative but there are still a number of challenges to be faced such as the standardization of
development, the development of calibration and/or estimation techniques, the deepening of the
relationships with experimental and behavioral economics and the introduction of expectations
and forward looking behavior.

Moreover, the link between agent-based-model and existing theory has to be clarified. For
example, although a standard protocol for the description of economic agent-based-models is yet
in place (Wolf and al. 2012), there is no canonical agent-based models that could be benchmarked
against simple DSGE models (such as those in Galli 2008). On the data side, a stimulating and yet
unexplored challenge for agent-based models is their ability to parse and to make sense with very
large data sets on economic activity, arising for example from the observation of electronic
transactions.
Still, agent-based models per se can’t define policy principles. Their input to Global System Science
has to be mediated through further integration of models and narratives in a deeper dialogue with
policy-makers.
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III.4 Concluding remarks

The financial crisis of 2007 and the great recession that followed have had the effects of a
devastating earthquake on economics. Perhaps surprisingly, perhaps because the European Union
is a role model of a complex socio-economic system, European scholars are at the forefront of
research on the governance of global markets. This materializes in particular by the massive
involvement of Europeans, and in particular of members of the Global Systems Science
community, in the Institute for New Economic Thinking, which represents the major institutional
innovation in economics since the financial crisis. This materializes as well by the continuous
implementation of non-conventional monetary policy measures by the European Central Bank in
the past two years or the launch of the energy transition in Germany on the basis of economic
insights that go well beyond standard cost-benefit analysis. The possibility to integrate those new
insights with the global systems experience brought in by half a century of integration gives
European science and policy a unique opportunity to play a leading role in the definition of new
forms of governance for global markets.
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IV. System dynamics for operational and policy decisions (WP4)

IV. 1. Introduction
Today, we are all faced with new types of problems that surface due to environmental conditions
or the very nature of the inter-connected and inter-dependent systems that form our sociotechnological world. To help, we turn to policy-makers for strategic guidance but how can the
scientific community help and support these decision processes? How can we foresee incipient
problems before their solution becomes insurmountable? If we wish to attain true sustainability
then answers to these questions must be sought. This report extends a previous GSDP deliverable,
which detailed the state of the art in policy modelling, by setting out the over-arching questions
that need to be answered and the grand challenges that these questions then lead to.
IV. 2. Creating a new science of systems, globally inter-connected across policy domains
A systems approach, which forms the aggregation of a system-of-systems, is suggested as the only
way that we can improve the processes and procedures that make up decision support for policymakers. Existing techniques in policy-making often use data from the past to predict what will
happen in the future. In situations that are qualitatively different from the past, which often arise
due to the sheer scale and interdependencies of modern problems, the insights gained from data
of the past can be misleading. Examples of these emerging areas of concern can include diseases
and pandemics, climate change, population growth, food and energy security, and economic
uncertainty. Considering the interconnections between global systems in the context of a systems
approach may even help identify new types of problems currently unknown to policy-makers,
which would be difficult to achieve using only statistical methods based on past data. Hunt et al.
(2012) outline further how a systems approach is different from existing methods, and show that
they are being applied in new ways to understand societal systems, and then to make decisions
about them. Essentially, it is argued that a systems approach is effective for understanding
problems that span different policy domains in highly interconnected ways and whose effects can
be felt across national and international borders. In both of these senses, these problems, and
their associated policies, are global.
For a given challenge that requires a policy intervention, which may involve several disciplines,
policy domains and social groups, a systems approach requires the formulation of a conceptual
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system consisting of entities and their interactions. It should be noted however that the
conceptual construction of the system is not unique; for policy-making it has to be relevant to the
problem being considered, and the kind of decisions and consultative processes that the policies
might require. A conceptual system, whose emerging properties can then be simulated through a
series of scenarios, is more suited to the exploration of policy options under significant uncertainty
and, therefore, as the basis of a decision-support system for a range of different decisions.
Taking this as our starting point, this report, which constitutes Deliverable 4.2 of the GSDP project,
considers the challenges that must be addressed before such a systems approach can be used
more widely for decision support within policy domains. There are two components: challenges at
the science-policy interface, and challenges for systems research. The former is concerned with
how best to utilise systems models and approaches in the policy domain, whilst the latter is
concerned with how to move beyond the current state of the art in modelling for policy
applications.
IV. 2. Challenges in the science-policy interface
The challenges at the science-policy domain are often challenges of communication and
collaboration between systems scientists and policy-makers. The first challenge we describe is the
improvement of long-term collaboration between systems scientists and policy makers. On the
one hand, policy-makers are unaware of the range of possible conceptual tools that can be used to
better inform policy decisions and, on the other, it is the role of systems scientists to better
communicate their models and insights obtained from them so that systems methods for decision
support are taken up more widely. Ensuring that systems scientists are aware of the most
uncertain aspect of a policy-makers decision process, their data gathering for different types of
problems and decisions, and existing decision-support procedures might enable more studies
focused on particular policy issues in which there is a lack of a systems perspective.
Metaphors and narratives, which, as we will describe below, are crucial to communicating any
insights obtained from systems models, can emerge through collaboration between scientists and
policy-makers. In particular, the development of a narrative between modellers and policy-makers
is not a one-way process. Scientists need to understand how to engage with policy-makers in
order to understand how culturally appropriate narratives can be constructed from their models.
Workshops that introduce policy-makers and the problems that they face to systems scientists,
and vice versa, may be an appropriate way to demonstrate the effectiveness of a systems
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approach to policy-makers.
In collaborating with policy-makers it is necessary to ground any examples of a systems approach
in examples and policy problems that are regularly faced by the policy-maker, so that any
advantages that are offered by systems perspectives can be clearly identified. In this spirit, one
starting point for fostering collaboration between policy-makers and systems scientists could stem
from a report from the House of Lords (2012), which investigates future policy instrumentation
that could be used to change the behaviour of a population. Such models are widespread within
complexity science; however the House of Lords paper lacks the systems perspective that views
individuals as being part of a complex social network. A distinction needs to be made between
interventions that impinge directly on an individual (a node) or on a social group (a network) that
may affect the behaviour of individuals. Networks are systems whose structure has a profound
effect on the resulting dynamics. For example, the social act of smoking is influenced by our social
contacts, and therefore it makes sense to view this as a network phenomenon. One option for
policy-makers to change the smoking behaviour of individuals may be to apply fiscal incentives via
taxation. However, another option, that takes advantage of the networked structure of a
population, might be to encourage individuals to avoid unhelpful network contacts (e.g. being
outdoors with known smokers). Such policies may even precipitate value cascades among
individuals who see the benefits in not smoking and be even more effective than fiscal measures
at changing the behaviour of the population. Examples such as this one suggest that there are
opportunities for well instrumented non-regulatory non-fiscal policy experiments, to gain policyrelevant science on which to base future policy. Haynes et al. (2012) give an overview of how such
experiments might be constructed to test policy options.
In many cases where models and data inform policy, the range of possible actions of the policymaker are not sufficiently considered in the modelling and knowledge transmission—from
modeller to policy-maker—processes. When working with policy-makers, it is important for
scientists and modellers to recognise the requirements of the policy-maker, and also their
limitations. Recognising that policy-makers act within boundaries, and that the optimal decision
may not be achievable, or even desirable to the decision-maker, is crucial to effective
implementation of systems models. The viability of complex systems should play a key role: it is
not the optimal state of the system that matters, but one with which extreme undesirable
behaviour does not occur and which can be managed. These states occur within the ‘viability
space’ of the system (Deffuant & Gilbert, 2011). The task of the modeller therefore is to
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understand the objectives, strategy and then the range of possible actions available to the policymaker, and then to find a viability space (if it exists), within which the policy-maker can develop
their policy and influence the system to the desired state. Clearly this task cannot be achieved
without close collaboration with the policy-maker.
How is scientific information communicated in the processes that lead up to the formation of
policy changes? Models of global systems, which are increasingly addressing problems over
different scales, hierarchies, and domains, are approximations tailored to specific contexts and
questions. They are understood, particularly by decision-makers, but also by society at large, only
through the lens of a narrative. Whether a particularly strategy or policy option is taken up or not
will often depend upon short discussions with experts (or modellers), and the decision-makers.
During these short discussions, it can be difficult to outline model assumptions and scenario
evaluations, which may be key to understanding the implications of the model in the real world.
Decisions are often made as a result of a simple narrative. If the experts are unable to convey their
complex models, and often-inconclusive data, during this time, then their evidence may be
ignored. Narratives are therefore required that portray the essential dynamics of a model for a
particular scenario. One challenge is to understand what form these narratives should take, and
whether they can be mapped in a scientific way from the systems models that they describe.
Narratives are an interface between the audiences’ (usually policy-makers or citizens) mental
models of a particular mechanism and the model itself. The range of model outputs should be
categorised and linked to narrative descriptions of different scenarios and chains of causality of
certain policy options detailing consequences of a particular policy option or outcome. The
OCOPOMO (Open Collaboration for Policy Modelling, FP7-ICT-248128, www.ocopomo.eu) project
is developing ICT platforms that offer scenario analysis for specific policy problems, by linking
narrative descriptions directly to agent-based models of social behaviour.
Models of global systems are representations of the real world; a translation of the system into an
analogous one that can be understood, manipulated and whose possible futures can be explored
within the realms of simulation. Often the reverse process—taking a simplified representation and
understanding its implications within the context of the real system—is much harder and, as such,
is sometimes neglected. This reverse process is the construction of a narrative. In this process,
model outputs provide the backbone of a narrative for a particular scenario or policy option. This
is then clothed in different forms of expression, argument and storytelling. There is currently
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insufficient understanding into how such narratives can be constructed that clearly communicate
not only the future states of the model but also the limitations and assumptions that are built into
it. These assumptions used to develop the model are key to understanding implications of the
results of that model in the real world. Assumptions of a model—particularly when new models
are so often based on previous models (for example, as is often the case in macro-economic
modelling)—can often be difficult to identify. For the use of models in policy, the assumptions
should be articulated in order to justify the predictions and behaviours of a model. All parameters
of the model need to explicitly be tracked and stability analyses of these parameters fully
documented.
Narratives that have initially begun as scientific model outputs can often be entirely overwhelmed
or suppressed by narratives based on social and cultural identity. We need to explore how to
better couple models of global systems with narratives, in culturally appropriate forms of insight
and options that are generated by the models themselves. In fact, we may find that the
requirement for a narrative to comprise of a particular form, or to address a particular policy issue,
may influence the scientific questions that are asked, the data that are collected, and even how
the model is formulated. We need a better understanding of the emergence of narratives through
social interactions, particularly in the face of a changing media landscape, facilitated by new and
ubiquitous digital communication.
Narratives may be most intuitive to different audiences through a wide range of different
mediums including pictures, stories, and games and, for the more scientifically minded, the
mathematics or computer code used to construct the model itself. Appreciating that art, in its
broadest sense, is able to provide ways for people with different viewpoints to engage in a
dialogue about the subject matter may be the first step towards understanding how narratives
from scientific models may be constructed.
Art can also provide novel ways to engage with society, particularly on issues of public policy.
Indeed, whilst art retains close links with society, technology and science are often seen as
‘distant’, owing to the alienating and specific language of technological research and scientific
discovery. Art has the power to present scientific discoveries in accessible, powerful and engaging
ways, including visual and linguistic techniques that express complex and seemingly exclusive
formulations of scientific ideas. By creating dialogues between artistic and technological projects,
the people involved and the general public can form a more intimate relationship with technology
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as a process, which will help to build a sense of the importance of technological advances and
their recent contributions to society. The language of visual arts is especially effective as it is crosscultural. It crosses linguistic boundaries as well as limitations of national mentalities. Artists are
people who are able to add reflection, critique and simplicity to difficult scientific ideas, new
discoveries, facts and technological innovations. Artists can interpret the social dimensions of
scientific research and technological challenges to make it not only understood but also show its
effect on individuals.
There are many examples of successful public engagement with science and technology, and
indeed recently several projects have been funded by the EC under FP7, which have focused on
public engagement and communication of science. For example, ‘CommHERE’ which aims to
enhance communication of health research results to the general public, or ‘Science in Europe 2’,
which aims to enhance the knowledge and the awareness of scientific research in Europe, and
SEQUOIA which will perform an assessment of the socio-economic impact of research projects in
the area of software. The MOLTO project (Multilingual On-line Translation, FP7-ICT-247914,
www.molto-project.eu) automatically translates textual narratives between a range of different
languages. Perhaps one avenue for future research might be to link these textual descriptions to
the model outputs, and also other forms of narrative.
The medium by which the narrative is delivered must be considered. Lectures, policy briefings and
newspapers are traditional methods of presenting narratives however modern technology brings
with it a host of tools for broadcasting (analogous to traditional media but cheaper, faster and
more directed) and fostering interaction between citizens, policy-makers and narratives. The
interaction that the Internet and digital technology facilitates is a relatively new phenomena and
its ubiquity is exemplified by the rise of social media into our daily lives. A research challenge is to
understand how narratives emerge through these social interactions, and also how this process
differs from the equivalent process in traditional media. Detecting socially emerging narratives
from social media data may lead to prediction of social trends and enable decision-makers to
gauge responses to different policy options on short time-scales.
Recent scientific and technological advances have led to new approaches to the understanding of
human social dynamics from mining of digital media, for example through the mining of online
newspapers (e.g. http://pulseweb.cortext.net/ and http://theobservatorium.eu), or online social
annotation systems (e.g. Cattuto et al., 2009). Of course, such analyses would be impossible
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without a large growth in computing capacity together with the development of new techniques
to explore such massive datasets (e.g. Palla et al., 2007; Chavalarias and Cointet, 2009).
Techniques to visualise, present and make sense of the data are continually advancing. Typically,
these consist of statistical and graphical methods, presented on screen, generally created by the
same scientists who generated or collected the data. These presentations work well for many
people, particularly for those with high visual literacy, who are prepared to work individually with
screen based data. However, there are many classes of people who find it difficult to engage with
information in this manner unless it is made meaningful to them through information graphics by
designers; at the same time, there is a range of novel, cutting edge ICT techniques for accessing
data in alternative modalities. Physical and ambient interfaces give a situated experience of data,
integrated with the real world; tangible interfaces support a more embodied, intuitive approach to
exploring data; and distributed interfaces can support the kind of international collaboration
which is increasingly necessary in the networked world.
At present, the majority of the projects working in the field of novel interfaces are essentially one
off, stand-alone works. Often, these interfaces are designed either from an essentially artistic
standpoint or as a proof of concept; they use the presentation to ask provocative questions about
the data or provide a playful and intriguing experience. As such, there is a large gap between a
new techniques being discovered, or becoming viable, and its use within the framework of
research. In order to integrate these techniques into a data analysis and presentation workflow,
these isolated experiments need to be developed further and combined into a toolkit of
techniques, with assessment of the kinds of datasets and stakeholders each toolkit can be used
for, the types of insight which they tend to generate and reference implementations to draw on.
Games are another way for new technology to be used as a medium for narratives. ‘Gamification’
is the concept of using gaming principles (for example, offering incentivisation and compelling
narrative within an immersive experience) in non-game contexts in order to foster interaction.
Such approaches are beginning to be used extensively as education tools. The video game industry
now makes a significant contribution to the global economy. A recent report (INSITE, 2012)
outlines how online gaming should be used to foster civic engagement.
IV. 3. Questions and challenges in systems research
When considering the research required into the systems dynamics, there are two aspects to be
considered; multi-level models which may be applied in any topic area; or models specifically in
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relation to policy decision making.
a) General complex systems
Within systems research, there remain major challenges on how to address systems that act on
many different scales and hierarchies, across various temporal resolutions with a high degree of
spatial dependence. However, with many researchers across the academic community working on
such problems, new methods and tools are beginning to be evaluated, although we remain a long
way from any consensus about how best to deal with many problems (see San Miguel et al., 2012).
Some of the questions are:
Simple or complicated? The main paradigm shift brought about by research into chaotic systems
was that complicated behaviour did not necessarily require complicated models. One key issue to
consider is whether models are being constructed from the ground up and their outcomes
assessed or whether they are being created to mirror certain behaviour or phenomena that preexist. If a particular phenomenon is being described using agent-based modelling techniques then
the challenge is to establish what outcomes follow from the inclusion of particular rules. Models
developed to mimic certain behaviour may do this very well, but that may be the limit of their
success. They simply may not be able to produce serendipitous behaviour. That is, they will not be
able to fulfill one of their major roles to be able to offer outcomes that have not previously yet
been seen in practice. On the other hand, such bottom-up models rapidly become complicated,
since the amount of detail required is not known a-priori.
Macro or micro? Individual elements may require more detailed modelling, but at this stage, it is
the interconnected behaviour that needs to be addressed. As Schelling (1978) pointed out, the
aggregate may produce outcomes that are not visible when viewing the detail, and so a
reductionist approach will not satisfy all demands. Therefore, the challenge is to develop a multilevel approach with interpolation and aggregation across different levels from coarse grid-level to
fine-scale. Such an approach has been successfully applied to finite element solutions to partial
differential equations (PDEs) promoted by Brant in the 1970’s and early 1980’s (Brandt, 1977,
1986, and Brandt and Dinar, 1978 and Hackbusch, 1985). Extending this approach to multi-domain
problems, with models based on PDEs, agent-based models, and general equilibrium models,
forms a major mathematical challenge.
Prediction or forecast? Nonlinear systems may have several plausible outcomes that may depend
intimately on parameters and initial conditions. Therefore, the main issue to consider is not one of
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merely predicting a particular outcome but to estimate the likelihood of that prediction.
Can phase transitions be generalised? One of the major successes of dynamical systems research
has been the use of normal form analysis for systems approaching critical transitions. The
challenge now is to establish whether such an analysis is available for multi-level systems.
b) Systems particularly targeted at policy
For models that are developed for use within the policy arena, we extend the mathematical
challenges for complex systems that are described above with a new set of challenges.
Policy decisions involve people and social systems that adapt. Modelling particles in a supersonic
flow is much easier than modelling social systems since the particles follow set rules – fixed rules
that do not change. When a decision is to be made based on the predictions or outcomes of a
model of a social system, for example in planning the economy, society reacts to the published
results of the model and this can lead to feedback in the system which makes the model useless.
The modelling of the system and the system itself are therefore tightly coupled. In his work with
Jenkins-Smith, Paul Sabatier (1993) effectively stated that policy models should include the policymaker within the model rather than as an observer. To some extent, the use of Facebook and
Twitter to both disseminate and glean information is an extreme version of this idea where we
need to include the collective and yet almost individual effects of a certain policy if we wish to
guarantee its successful uptake. A requirement when modelling for policy therefore is to develop
models that incorporate the actions of the key agents that can influence the system, given the
outcomes of the modelling. Can we develop methods for including these factors into the model,
whilst avoiding tautological arguments?
The few existing systems-based models that are currently used to aid decision-making have grown
so complex, with multiple interacting components, that the data we are able to collect with
current technologies can no longer be used in time pressured situations, either for calibration or
validation. Therefore, there is a need for simple models that can be implemented in real-time,
allowing parameters to be adjusted, based on live data (e.g. by using sensors such as cameras to
estimate diffusivities of crowds). As an example, consider infrastructure networks in an urban
environment (e.g. electricity, water, transport). We have an abundance of existing models, which
run very large data-intensive simulations with many interacting components, and, separately,
there is a lot of current work on abstract network theory. However there are few simple models of
these networks that focus on the drivers in the system, which can be used for responding to
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crises. Existing studies often begin with well-defined and static networks. These do not relate
directly to the evolving and often ill-defined environments faced by a decision-taker. Decisions
should lead to models, and not the other way around.
Think tank groups and government agencies designed to assist policy makers are now becoming
more important in how decisions are made and consequences managed (for instance see
www.rahs.gov.sg). A concerted effort is required to marry the needs of policy makers with the
challenges in complex systems to arrive at of a set of models that can be integrated with levels of
detail that can be varied as required.
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V. Domain Specific Languages (DSL) for modelling global systems (WP5)

Abstract
This report, representing deliverable D5.2 of Work Package 5 of the GSDP coordinated
action, presents an analysis of the most important questions and challenges with regard to
DSLs for global systems modelling, with particular attention to the way they can be
integrated in a larger research program in global systems science.

V. 1. Introduction
Together with the other work packages of the GSDP project, we have spent the past year mapping
out the most important challenges facing the field of domain-specific programming languages in
the context of global systems modeling. This common effort will eventually lead to identifying
some of the pillars needed to support a credible research program for the next two decades of
global systems science.
In this introduction, we establish some terminology and explain the structure of the rest of this
document.
This structure is largely influenced by the specific character of global systems models, therefore
the definition of such a model is a good place to start. The previous yearly report of WP5 ("Report
on the state of the art concerning DSLs for global systems modelling") states: "There is no agreed
upon definition of what constitutes a global systems model.". One year later, the situation is no
different, and we adopt the same definition we did then:
"For our purposes, a global systems model is one which can be used to answer policy
questions with (potentially) global implications, such as "how will climate change
affect oil prices", or "which fiscal regulations can prevent future financial crises".
Sometimes, a seemingly local questions, such as "how will sea-level rise impact
Stralsund" has global implications because our current understanding of sea-level rise
is that it is an essentially non-local phenomenon. Similarly, apparently local policy
decisions, such as phasing out nuclear power in Germany, have obvious global effects."
("GSDP first year deliverables", p. 42)
From the outset, it is clear that there are two quite different sides to a global systems model: the
political side, represented by the question that the model is supposed to address, and the
scientific side, marshalling the scientific knowledge and tools needed for the answer. Quite likely,
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this will be reflected in the DSLs used on either side. Political questions are usually not the
questions that scientists are asking, therefore scientists need first to understand them. The
process of understanding might involve sketching a way to answer them, which in turn might
involve a first design for a computer model built from various submodels, usually from different
disciplines. This is a kind of high-level programming, and it can greatly benefit from DSLs. But it is
not likely that these are going to be the same DSLs used for actually building the computer model:
for one thing, the latter have to include a lot more detail, which the former are supposed to leave
out.
Accordingly, we structure the discussion in challenges in the science-policy interface (section 2)
and challenges in research (section 3). In the conclusions, we relate the two kinds to the larger
scope of a research program for global systems science.
V. 2. Questions and challenges at the science-policy interface
With few exceptions, the scientists interacting with politicians in the context of global systems
science are not computer scientists, but rather economists, physicists, geographers, climate
scientists, etc. As a consequence, the views on what is needed in order to improve the sciencepolicy dialog are largely those of the scientists involved in this dialog, rather than those of the
politicians, and the role of the DSL developer is to support the scientific side, instead of being a
third partner at the discussion table. This should probably change: after all, if the scientists benefit
from having high-level domain-specific languages that allow them to better understand the
questions of politicians before actually embarking on the potentially expensive path to answering
them, then politicians would also benefit from such tools when formulating the questions.
Moreover, such tools would also equip them with a way to better understand and check the
answers of the scientists.
In fact, such tools already exist, at least in part. Besides the use of common DSLs such as the
computational language of Excel, blogging interfaces, etc. which are a part of the computational
experience of many people in today's world, there are also DSLs aimed squarely at the global
systems

context,

such

as

the

simulators

created

by

Climate

Interactive

(http://climateinteractive.org) in order to "improve the way leaders and citizens around the world
think about the climate". At the moment, these tools are quite limited in scope, and difficult to
extend (the efforts of Climate Interactive to extend their climate policy simulators (C-Roads) with a
new energy model (En-Roads) have now started to undergo external review -- almost one year
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after the initial announcement of En-Roads in November 2011). The main problem appears to be
one of design: how to keep the intuitive simplicity of these DSLs and still enable their extension?
How to enable "the leaders and citizens around the world" to do more, while not requiring a much
bigger upfront investment from them? A plausible answer to these questions is "high quality
design, documentation, and supporting material".
This, then, is the first challenge: build DSLs to assist politicians in formulating questions with
potentially global implications, and in understanding and checking the answers of scientists.
Related to this are challenges resulting from the historically grounded analysis of WP7, which has
identified a major cause of current crises in the inability of society to cope with the informational
overload due to globalization and technological advance. The members of WP7 have underlined
the pivotal role that ICT can play in alleviating this problem, for example by helping us overcome,
at least in part, the under-determination of theories by observations, by making available online
the enormous amounts of data resulting from the electronic interactions of an increasingly
connected world ("GSDP first year deliverables", p. 81--82). Currently, the most commonly used
tool for data analysis and presentation is Excel (with its arithmetic DSL), which is unfortunately
inadequate for processing the large amounts of heterogeneous data we have to deal with. There
are tools that go far beyond Excel in their abilities (e.g. those provided by Spotfire:
http://spotfire.tibco.com), but their usage does not yet have the intuitive simplicity associated
with spreadsheets, nor do they quite achieve the kind of non-reductionist, holistic processing that
is proposed by WP7.
The next challenge needs therefore to involve not just computer scientists and policy makers or
other decision factors who most urgently need better data analysis tools, but also historians and
other social scientists, who can propose new principles for the extension of our data analysis
paradigms. This is needed, if we are to meet the challenge of designing and implementing DSLs
that go beyond the current abilities of Excel-like tools and can assist in coping with the societal
information overload.
The questions and challenges we have addressed so far concern the political side of the sciencepolicy interface, and we started with the fact that computer scientists do not usually engage
directly with the politicians involved. There is, however, a problem which arises surprisingly often
when computer scientists deal with the scientific side: the reluctance of scientists to provide the
actual code they used. This came to the attention of the general public in the scandal that
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followed the unauthorized release of e-mails from the Climate Research Unit at the University of
East Anglia and led to both academic and mainstream media (such as the Guardian) asking for
release of the code developed by scientists. This was in 2010, but there has not been much
progress in this respect. Journals still do not demand that programs used to support the
conclusions of submitted papers be released to their readers after publication, public funding
agencies do not require that the code be released to the public that funded it, and politicians do
not ask that the code that has been used to inform them be released to their constituents. When
it comes to designing domain-specific programming languages for any given domain, existing code
in the domain is one of the most valuable resources, providing raw material from which the
general high-level concepts can be abstracted, and the test bed for their adequacy. Without this
code, DSL research is hampered. The political side of the interface can be very effective in solving
this problem.
On the other hand, perhaps the most important cause of reluctance to release scientific software
is the difficulty in documenting it properly. In absence of such documentation, it is easy to misuse
the model. The scientists would then be confronted by a stream of complaints made by users who
had simply misunderstood the intended usage of the code. To avoid such a situation, the scientists
adopt the simplest approach: not releasing the code.
In this context, DSLs can make a valuable contribution. On the one hand, they can raise the level of
abstraction of the code, lowering its complexity and making it easier to understand. New models
would thus be less likely to be misused. On the other hand, one can develop DSLs to help the
scientists specify the structure and intended usage of their existing code, for example in the form
of graphical user interfaces to the code. Such DSLs exist for many applications, but they are not
commonly used in scientific software, which has certain features that make writing interfaces for it
difficult.
To summarize, an important challenge is developing DSLs for specifying the structure and intended
usage of scientific software, in order to facilitate its release to the public.
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V. 3. Questions and challenges in research
We now come to questions and challenges regarding the development and use of DSLs within
global systems modeling. These are of two kinds. In the first subsection, we present the challenges
faced by the development and use of DSLs in general, independent of the domain of applications.
The second subsection is then devoted to those challenges that are specific to global systems
modeling as an application domain.
V. 3.1 General DSL questions and challenges
For a particular problem domain a DSL can make the specification and implementation of models
easier, more readable and more reliable. But there are a few challenges on the implementation
side, especially when several problem domains interact. To support a group of related DSLs it is
important to share a common DSL framework to enable mixing and matching DSL components.
Within a common framework the DSL implementor can share syntactical elements,
implementation components such as parsers, code generation, and also development tools like
Integrated Development Environments, type checkers and testing frameworks.
One popular approach is to embed several DSLs in the same host language (like Haskell), thus
reusing much of the implementation and tool set of the host. This has been very effective for
prototyping DSLs (short "time-to-market") but it sometimes strains the underlying tool chain. A
concrete example is the feedback the DSL user gets from the underlying compiler. To the host
language compiler the model implemented in the DSL and the implementation of the DSL itself is
often seen as just one big program. This means that when the user makes a mistake, the feedback
can easily overwhelm the user by mentioning parts of the DSL internals. Thus a challenge for
embedded DSLs in general is to provide good error messages (to shield the user from the
internals). If you code at a high level you should also be able to debug at a high level. Possible
avenues of research to solve this are strong module systems and customizable user feedback.
Sometimes what starts out as a small specialized DSL grows over time to become more and more
like a general purpose language. The starting point is often small enough to not require any special
tools but as more features are added both the need for tools and the complexity of the tools
increase. A challenge here is how to extend the DSL and its tool set without being bogged down in
reimplementation work for each change. A promising direction of research is automatic
generation of tools from a structural description of the DSL. This structural description could end
up being a DSL for describing DSLs!
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Among the tools that we can currently automatically generate are parsers (programs that convert
the text written by the programmer to the abstract syntax that is passed on to the compiler).
Usually, embedded DSLs reuse the parser of the host language, thus requiring less work. This
advantage is sometimes outweighed by the limits imposed by the host language to the syntax of
the DSL. In this case, one needs a parser and is exposed to the danger of losing the advantages of
an embedded DSL, namely to freely use the elements of the host language. Our work, described in
[4], points to a way out of this problem: using meta-programming facilities provided by Haskell,
the automatic generation of the parser is done *within* the host language, and the user can mix
the DSL code, written in its own syntax, with host language constructs. Building on this approach
can lead to answers to the challenge of better DSL implementation.
A DSL for describing DSLs and automatically generating tools needed for implementation is not
just a work-saving device. Just as DSLs are a means of obtaining readable and correct global
systems models, a "meta-DSL" can also help us ensure the correctness of the implementations of
the modeling DSLs. We need to confront the challenge of specifying, testing and proving
correctness of DSL implementations, at the same time with the challenge of specifying, testing,
and proving the correctness of the models implemented in those DSLs (see box 1).
V. 3.2 DSL questions and challenges specific to global systems modeling as an applications
domain
A number of challenges to DSLs applied to global systems modeling were identified and explained
in our previous yearly report: they are still valid today. We review them briefly, emphasizing
promising developments since last year.
A first important challenge is to develop a DSL for global systems modeling, a subset of which
admits a graphical representation. The advantage of graphical DSLs is that the relations between
various components are immediately obvious, (for example, components are represented by
different shapes or colors and the relationships by arrows of different types), so that the structure
of a model is readily understood. Their disadvantage is that they are difficult to extend, and their
structure usually has to be fixed beforehand and cannot be adapted during the model run.
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Box 1. Questions and challenges concerning DSLs for global systems
modelling: a) in the science-policy interface, b) in research

Science-policy interface challenges:




Build DSLs to assist politicians in formulating questions with potentially global implications,
and in understanding and checking the answers of scientists.
Designing and implementing DSLs that go beyond the current abilities of Excel-like tools and
can assist in coping with the societal information overload.
Develop a DSL for global systems modeling, a subset of which admits a graphical representation
Developing DSLs for specifying the structure and intended usage of scientific software, in order
to facilitate its release to the public.

General DSL challenges:






Make implementation of models easier, more readable and more reliable
Develop a common DSL framework to enable mixing and matching DSL components (parsers,
code generation, IDEs, type checkers and testing frameworks)
Provide good error messages (to shield the user from the internals)
Extend a DSL and its tool set without being bogged down in reimplementation work for each
change
Specifying, testing and proving correctness of DSL implementations

GSS-specific DSL challenges:










Write precise specifications for components of global systems models, in order to rule out nonsensical combinations of components (and in order to ensure the structural correctness of
complex models)
“Increasingly correct scientific computing" or "the high-low tension between a DSL for highlevel specifications and one for verified numerical methods"
Build a DSL for implementing agent-based models (ABMs) specified using the standard protocol
defined by WP3
How can the comparability and the modularity between ABMs be increased?
How can computer science help build more explicit models? In particular, can it help
overcoming the difficulties in the description of ABMs using the standard language of economic
theory?
How to better ensure correctness of ABMs, in particular ensure that emerging phenomena are
not emerging from programming errors?
Can one construct a domain specific language (DSL) for economic modelling, for environmental
modelling and for the socio-environmental interface?
How should dependent type theory be introduced in the development of ABMs? For example
can one define the type of an economic agent?
Building a DSL to analyze the emergent behavior in multi-scale networks of networks (linked to
WP6).
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In this respect, interesting progress is being made by Joey Capper, Henrik Nilsson and other
members of the Functional Laboratory of the University of Nottingham, who are developing
formal semantics for the equation-based modeling language FHM ("Functional Hybrid Modeling").
FHM is similar to other modeling languages, such as Simulink and Vensim, but is structurally
dynamic, i.e. the structure of the simulation is allowed to change during the simulation in
arbitrarily complex ways. Their work, conducted in the dependently-typed programming language
Agda, is currently focusing on the discrete subset of the language, which is the one responsible for
this structural flexibility, and which could be used to describe the integration of various
adequately specified submodels in a global systems model for which strong guarantees of
correctness can be made.
These guarantees will however strongly depend on the quality of the "adequate specifications" of
the submodels, which brings up another challenge for the use of DSLs in global systems: write
precise specifications for components of global systems models, in order to rule out non-sensical
combinations of components (and in order to ensure the structural correctness of complex
models).
There have been several attempts to find good methods for specifying components of global
systems models, especially in the area of agent-based models. Some of the work carried out in this
area by members of WP4 and WP5 and their collaborators is presented in Botta et. al. [1], [2].
They propose using a high-level framework based on a functional programming notation, which is
precise enough to permit validation and re-implementation of models, but at the same time
expressive enough to be easily understood. Such specifications can also be implemented in
imperative programming languages such as C++ or Java, where they can be translated to pre- and
post-conditions which can be tested at run time.
This kind of design-by-contract methodology can also be seen as a first step in answering the
challenge of ensuring the correctness of implementations of components of global systems
models. Nevertheless, the guarantees given by run-time testing are not the best that we can wish.
For important software, with the potential to affect the lives of millions, we can demand a
mathematical proof of correctness, ideally a mechanically-checked one. We are currently far from
this ideal, which is properly speaking one of the central challenges of computer science itself, and
requires more than the efforts of the global systems science community. However, global systems
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modelling can be a valuable source of motivating examples and test cases for answers to this
challenge.
As we explained in the previous deliverable, the most promising solution is currently offered by
dependently-typed programming languages such as Agda or Idris, which implement some variant
of Per-Martin Löf's constructive type theory (CTT).
The advantage of CTT is that it allows us to easily express the kind of mathematical concepts which
are necessary for specifying models. In this context, we have continued our work of specifying
basic economic concepts such as Pareto efficiency, Nash equilibrium, Walrasian equilibrium, etc.,
which we presented and discussed in a number of conferences ([6], [8], [9]). We have found that
the basics of CTT are just as easily picked up by modelers as the standard mathematical notations
with the quantifiers "exists" and "for all".
A concept such as Walrasian equilibrium is formulated in CTT as a type, namely the type of all
programs that construct a Walrasian equilibrium. The type checker can verify that a purported
implementation of Walrasian equilibria is indeed a member of that type: this has the force of a
machine-checked formal proof of correctness.
There is a catch. Most of the concepts used in economy are classical in nature: economics is
currently a non-constructive theory (and even the so-called "computable general equilibrium
models" turn out to be non-computable). That means that most implementations of Walrasian or
other kind of equilibria do not, in fact, compute them, but rather approximations to them. The
exact nature of these approximations is often left unspecified. When economic models are used as
components of global systems models, they are tacitly assumed to be "good enough".
When using CTT, this assumption can no longer remain tacit. It has to be made explicit, using a
postulational mechanism which in effect bypasses the type checker. The implementation is no
longer fully validated, but the problematic sites are clearly flagged and can serve as starting points
for future developments and improvements.
Such bypassing of the type checker is also necessary when using external libraries which have not
been developed in CTT. One needs to postulate that these libraries really have the properties
ascribed to them, for example, that an optimization library function really computes optima. These
postulates can then be used in further developments. In this way, a relative validation is obtained:
the program is correct, provided that the postulated properties hold. We have used this approach
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in developing a verified dynamic programming implementation, which is relative to the
correctness of the underlying local optimization used [5].
In the long run, postulated properties should be eliminated in favour of those which can be
proven. In particular, when using approximations, they have to be rigorously specified. This is a
major challenge in developing validated numerical methods, and there are several competing
approaches, in various stages of implementation. The most advanced one is currently based on
interval analysis [10]. We are in the process of implementing a CTT-based DSL for interval analysis,
in order to use it for validated economic models.
The usage of interval analysis for eliminating postulates in favor of verified properties is part of an
approach we have dubbed "increasingly correct scientific computing", which is meant to address a
challenge identified in our previous deliverable as "the high-low tension between a DSL for highlevel specifications and one for verified numerical methods". In this approach, the high-level
concepts such as "Nash equilibrium" are formulated as types, postulating the properties of the
numerical methods used to implement the corresponding programs. Then, postulates are
gradually removed either by proving them correct, or by replacing the unimplementable concepts
with rigorously specified approximations.
The challenges we have described so far are, as it were, internal to DSL research and the nature of
global systems modeling. More specific challenges have been raised by the members of other
work-packages of GSDP.
The members of WP3 have defined a standard protocol for developing agent-based computational
macroeconomics [7]. This suggests the following challenge: build a DSL for implementing agentbased models (ABMs) specified using the standard protocol defined by WP3. Can the standard
protocol be made formal enough to make such an implementation automatic?
Additionally, in their first year report, WP 3 has identified several questions of direct relevance to
DSLs for global systems modeling. We mention the following:


How can the comparability and the modularity between ABMs be increased?



How can computer science help build more explicit models? In particular, can it help
overcoming the difficulties in the description of ABMs using the standard language of
economic theory?
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How to better ensure correctness of ABMs, in particular ensure that emerging phenomena
are not emerging from programming errors?



Can one construct a domain specific language (DSL) for economic modelling, for
environmental modelling and for the socio-environmental interface?



How should dependent type theory be introduced in the development of ABMs? For
example can one define the type of an economic agent?

From WP6 comes the challenge of building a DSL to analyze the emergent behaviour in multi-scale
networks of networks. It should be noted that not just the analysis, but the very definition of what
constitute "emergent behaviour" is a non-trivial undertaking. This is one of the issues which the
members of WP7 have identified as vital in understanding the current crises and overcoming the
societal information overload (which we have already mentioned above in Section 2). Thus, this
challenge is central to WPs 5, 6, and 7, and indeed to the whole of global systems science.
V. 4. Conclusions
Even though we have concentrated in this document on just those challenges arising from the
usage of DSLs in global systems modelling (instead of, e.g., broader topics such as ICT in global
systems science), we can still see that meeting these challenges requires a serious interdisciplinary effort and the active involvement of parties outside the strict limits of science, such as
decision makers at various levels.
A condition for such an undertaking is the availability of resources that explain the most important
elements of the disciplines involved and how they relate to the common aims. It is not necessary
that, say, geographers become specialists in constructive type theory in order to participate in the
challenge of ensuring correct components for global systems modeling, but it is essential that they
have a correct understanding of program specification and the tools that can help them do it.
Conversely, while a large part of DSL development is largely domain-independent, computer
scientists will eventually need a working knowledge of the ways that components of global
systems models are built and used, and consequently of the science that underlies these
components.
When it comes to the transmission of scientific ideas, the old-fashioned methods of seminars,
workshops or just plain face-to-face communication are still the best. The feedback obtained in
such settings can then be incorporated in the design of didactic material which is more suitable for
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various target groups. In the absence of such feedback, training or dissemination material quickly
tends to target just one kind of audience, which is suspiciously similar to the trainer's students.
Besides traditional textbook-like materials, a popular form for disseminating certain kinds of
scientific knowledge is that of interactive computer games, usually with a web-based interface
that increases their accessibility. We have mentioned the C-Roads and En-Roads family of models
developed by Climate Interactive. Along the same lines, with more limited ambitions, we can
mention the web-based game eFish, developed at Chalmers, designed to familiarize players with
the tragedy of the commons, and "Winds of Change", a board game developed by the Global
Climate Forum, in which players face climate change risks and have to keep global warming within
manageable limits.
A step up the academic scale are tools such as "mathlets", designed to illustrate mathematical
principles, from elementary algebra to advanced calculus. Mathlets allow the users to interact
with visual representations of abstract concepts, and have been quite successful in conjunction
with the multimedia capabilities (video lectures, simulations, etc.) of the mathematical programs
from MIT OpenCourseWare.
Computer practitioners are fond of saying that the best way to understand something is to try to
program it. The immediate feedback that one gets from the compiler or from a failed run helps
one develop an accurate mental model of the problem. In a sense, the computer acts like an
infinitely patient teacher, albeit with a certain Zen-like inscrutability. To make the teacher less
cryptic, but still take advantage of the valuable feedback provided, is the aim of the "Ideas:
Interactive domain reasoners" framework developed by Jeuring et. al. Of particular relevance to
our topic is Ask-Elle, a functional programming tutor that supports the development of small
functional programs by giving hints, showing worked-out solutions, decomposing exercises into
sub-exercises, and so on.
Providing training for the inter-disciplinary undertaking of global systems science will need to go
beyond these examples, but these offer a promising starting point and point to a community with
which GSDP members can profitably engage.
In a longer-term, broader perspective, we can expect that the kind of computational thinking that
has led to the development of DSLs, namely the principled effort to manage complexity by a
process of abstraction, will become more and more relevant to the general scientific context, and
will find its way in the general curriculum. As an example, we have the use of computational
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abstractions to clarify classical mechanics (Sussman, [3]), and our own attempts at formalizing
basic economic concepts in constructive type theory.
Indeed, some of the challenges we have identified can be collected under the heading of
"foundations for global systems science". For example, the challenges of writing precise
specifications for components of global systems models and of ensuring the correctness of
implementations of components imply an increased understanding not just of the components
themselves (which might be considered a problem of the scientific disciplines the components
draw on) but also of the interactions between them. Since this understanding will ultimately be
expressed in computer code, we expect these foundations to turn out to be constructive, perhaps
via intermediate stages where non-constructive elements coexist with constructive ones, as
described in "increasingly correct scientific computing".
The computational foundations of this dialog between the sciences must be complemented by
advances in the dialog between global systems science and policy. Here, among the most
important challenges from the point of view of DSLs are
a) building DSLs to assist politicians in formulating questions, and in understanding and checking
the answers of scientists, b) developing DSLs for specifying the structure and intended usage of
scientific software in order to facilitate their public release, c) identifying subsets of DSLs for global
systems modeling which admit a graphical representation, in order to make them more usable to
non-programmers (at least in restricted settings).
No matter how necessary for policy global systems science is, it is, however, independent of it, and
has challenges of its own. These are perhaps the most difficult of all, and a characteristic feature is
that they involve, in an essential way, the concerted effort of several work packages. A typical
example is the challenge of building a DSL to analyze the emergent behavior in multi-scale
networks of networks. These are the questions that can structure a substantial research program
in global systems science, whose solidity is ensured by the quality of the answers to the
foundational challenges, and whose immediate (but not ultimate) justification is in the
contributions to policy.
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VI. Emergent behaviour of multi-scale networks of networks (WP6)
Questions and challenges concerning the usage of multi-scale network
structures for global systems modelling

VI. 1. Theory and methodology
A plethora of global and other large-scale socio-economic systems exhibit obvious network-like
structures not only on one level of description but on several levels. But while complex network
theory has been successfully applied to more and more types of systems in recent years, only few
studies have taken this multi-level nature into explicit account. This is in part due to the lack of a
coherent theory of multi-scale networks general enough to encompass the diversity of such
systems but specific enough to draw conclusions about common features, behaviours, and risks of
such systems. A major network-related challenge for global systems modelling is thus to develop
out of the established theory of complex networks such a general theory of multi-scale and multilayer networks and to synthesize the various valuable existing case-studies of networks of
networks into this framework in order to be able to see similarities more clearly and foster
synergetic effects.

In particular, such a general theory must be able to (i) classify systems containing several networklike structures according to the type of hierarchies, links, and interactions between the individual
networks and the nodes therein, (ii) complement the existing toolbox of statistical measures for
individual networks with corresponding measures quantifying the inter-level or scale-overarching
aspects of such networks, (iii) formulate meaningful models of multi-level network formation,
growth, and evolution similar to well-proven models for individual networks such as the random,
small-world, scale-free, and preferential attachment models, and study the statistical properties of
such models, and (iv) collect and test existing data on important global networks of networks
against these models in order to make predictions about further growth and evolution or identify
hypothesis about their original formation. In view of the critical importance of many such systems
for the functioning of the global society, measures and methods developed in (iii) should focus on
quantifying and controlling efficiency, robustness, vulnerability, and resilience, a task that calls for
close cooperation with the other GSDP research lines / work packages.

First steps towards such a theoretical framework were explored especially in Workshop 1.
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VI. 2. Economic systems as networks of networks
Particularly important cases of networks of networks arise in the global economic system, and so
the research questions and challenges listed in Sec. II (WP3) are naturally complemented with
respective questions about the relationship of effects and phenomena listed there with the
network nature as summarized by statistical measures of network topology. For instance, an
analysis of power and influence in an interconnected economic system can naturally be performed
in terms of an interconnected system of networks representing hierarchical organizational
structure, ownership, production chains, trade, trust, etc. Since the power distribution arises not
from one of these networks alone but emerges from their interaction, such an analysis would have
to make use of measures and techniques developed under (ii) above. Workshops 2 and 3 focussed
on this and related questions of information flow and relations to game theory.

As the topology of some economic networks can change rather fast, special attention needs to be
paid to modelling not only dynamics on a network but dynamics of the network topology itself.
Regarding the network of influences between different stock indices, e.g., Goswami et al. (2012)
find that stock markets move in and out of periods in which they are strongly correlated erratically,
instead of moving monotonically towards increasing global connectivity, a finding that needs to be
validated with other data and compared to theoretically derived network models of globalization.

For some multi-scale systems with a hierarchical structure of agents or components, e.g.,
international trade, network models often focus on a certain issue-driven level of description, e.g.
countries, at which the resulting nodes of the network may represent quite differently sized parts
of the system. Heitzig et al. (2012) only recently provided a toolbox for dealing with node weights,
so future work should quantify this heterogeneity in node size and take it into account accordingly.
VI. 3. Information flow and coordination in networks of networks
In many socio-economic networks, coordination, consensus finding, or synchronization via
communication, signalling, or other forms of coupling between nodes is a desirable goal, e.g., to
ensure the formation of prices in imperfect markets, the alignment of conflicting preferences in
the political process, or the efficiency of local behaviour in multi-level governance of global
commons. While early work on synchronization has often assumed a static network structure,
recent theoretical work provided a framework for taking into account network evolution on
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different time-scales. E.g., Huang et al. (2012) study the effect of changing constrained
communication on the coordination/synchronization of stochastic dynamical networks, and future
work should apply several techniques to real-world global systems. Some researchers have begun
to study synchronization between several interacting networks (e.g., Wu et al., 2012). In some
multi-scale networks, individual events in a higher layer, e.g., the setting of an interest rate, carbon
tax, or emissions cap, send signals to lower network layers that can drive them towards or away
from synchrony. It seems hence important to see whether recent work on the well-established
concepts from network control theory (e.g., Qian et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2012 and 2012b) can be
applied to guide decision-makers in such systems. In designing markets and governance
institutions, policy makers might also profit from further studies on consensus protocols and
decision methods (e.g., Yu et al., 2011; Heitzig and Simmons, 2012). Communication across levels
is also likely to involve both noise and time delays, and only recently first theoretical studies of this
interaction have been performed (e.g., Senthilkumar et al., 2012).
VI. 4. Climate policy as a problem of multi-scale networks
Another crucially important example where networks of various types at various levels play a role
is international climate policy, whose success will depend on subtle interactions between (i)
international networks such as the diplomatic network of international relations between
governments and the global economic network of energy producers, (ii) regional networks
representing close economic integration, geographic or climatological proximity, or competition for
scarce resources such as clean water, (iii) domestic networks representing, e.g., party policy
dynamics or the public climate debate, and (iv) micro-scale networks representing opinion
formation, cooperation, and imitation of behaviour in the individual social context. Because of the
highly transdisciplinary character of this complex system, a major challenge consists in describing
the interactions between these subsystems in a common terminology and methodology, and
because of its conceptual simplicity, intuitive appeal, and its history as an interdisciplinary theory,
the network of networks approach seems one of the most promising frameworks in which this
could be done. On the other hand, the derivation of robust scenarios for the future evolution of
this multi-scale system will require a modelling of the actual effects and mechanisms working at
the various levels of the system and a thorough sorting of their relative importance for the overall
behaviour of the system at the different time-scales of interest, which reach from days (emissions
trading) over years (electoral periods) to decades and centuries (future generations affected by
climate change influenced by today's behaviour).
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In this context, only few attempts have been made to model interactions between the several
policy-making levels. One exemplary approach is to link established game-theoretic concepts,
which are mainly equilibrium-oriented, with more dynamical concepts from the physical sciences,
e.g., to model the dynamics of coalition formation from the regional to the global scale (e.g.
Heitzig 2012).

Because changes on a higher-up level of a multi-scale network (e.g. an international climate treaty)
will typically tip lower-down networks (e.g. emissions trading) out of equilibrium, it is of special
importance in this context to develop methods for studying the off-equilibrium behaviour of
dynamical networks. On the other hands, the influence of the fast dynamics at a lower level on the
dynamics at a higher level might be modelled best as stochastic but not necessarily independent
and Gaussian influences, necessitating further research on the influence of correlated and/or fattailed perturbations or shocks on networked stochastic dynamical systems.

In Workshop 4, the interrelations across both organizational and time scales were carved out with
carbon trading and policy-making practitioners, using the main ingredient of climate policy, carbon
pricing, as a leading example, and a number of specific research challenges arose:


How to model decentralized mechanisms for both energy transition and international
linking of networks of emissions trading systems (ETSs) and derive scenarios thereof?



How to include effects of reputation, status, beliefs, credibility, championship, regulatory
stability, and asymmetric information in multi-level network and agent-based models of
carbon markets and use econometric findings to calibrate them?



To what market distortions and off-equilibrium behaviour does the extremely
heterogeneous power distribution and regulation lead and can the latter be understood as
a form of pinning control of a scale-free coupled network?



What is the effect of specific market design elements such as market size and sector
coverage, minimum (“floor”) prices, auction design and frequency, or a “central carbon
bank” for market participation, stability, efficiency, and volatility?



How to reconcile dynamical models based on boundedly rational behavioral assumptions
and leading to highly non-linear off-equilibrium effects with the mostly linear regression
approach of econometric and the equilibrium-focussed approach of neo-classic economics
prevalent in environmental economics?
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VI. 5. Earth system analysis via complex networks
As socio-economic systems are embedded in the physical Earth system, their interaction can be
modelled more easily when the latter is described as a complex network as well. To this end, the
theory of functional and climate networks was developed over the last decade, using sophisticated
non-linear data-analysis methods to construct network representations of the climate system (e.g.,
Rehfeld et al., 2011; Malik et al., 2012). However, as in many complex systems information can
travel long paths and exert indirect influences, a truly meaningful network description would only
include causal links in the network instead of also indirect statistical associations. Future analyses
should therefore study how carefully designed concepts from information theory (e.g., Runge et
al., 2012) can be used to infer the causal structure of large multi-scale systems.
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VII. Long-term study of complex society-environmental interactions (WP7)

VII. 1. Collective Action and the transition to a sustainable society. A research and action
proposal.
Summary
The urgent priority for our planet is to understand and activate a transition towards
sustainability. This is not merely a question of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, or even
an economic transition, but rather a complete transition of our worldview, our customs
and institutions, our behavior into a mode that takes sustainability into account. As it is
ultimately our society that defines its environment, its challenges as well as its solutions,
this effort must be spearheaded by the social sciences and others who think about the
drivers of human behavior. As time is short, this effort should concurrently favor this
transition at multiple scales, in multiple domains and through multiple avenues.
Since the challenge has been known for many years, and by now has reached most of
those in the societies that have to lead the effort, a large and growing number of initiatives
in this direction has blossomed, but much more needs to be done as quickly as possible.
One important task ahead is therefore to identify and understand the factors that have
prevented this movement from becoming the groundswell that is needed.
We propose a major social science research and action effort to gain that knowledge as
soon as possible. This effort must go well beyond the usual themes of utilitarian thinking,
the logic of consequences, benefit/cost calculations, and so forth. If we want to understand
why major social changes do or do not occur, or to stimulate social change in desired
directions, we must go well beyond the usual considerations prevalent in any particular
discipline, and bring a wide community together on this theme.
We argue that the next step in reorienting the Global Environmental Change community is to
identify, within the broad remit of the ICSU visioning exercise, a number of core themes that can
re-energize, expand and transform that community. In searching for a theme that might do so, we
have come to focus on the transition to a sustainable society itself as one of the most urgent
themes for both research and action. Much GEC research to date has been focused on
understanding the dynamics that drove our world to the present predicament, while much less
effort has been devoted to thinking about ways to get us out of it.

Thus far, the social sciences have been less involved in GEC research in part because the
challenges formulated by the GEC research community were not in the stricter sense social science
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challenges. Preparing and guiding the sustainability transition, however, is essentially a social
science challenge, even though many other disciplines are involved in determining the context for
that transition.
A self-assembled working group consisting of the participants above chose the ‘collective action’
approach, and would like to present a call to arms in this domain at the “Planet under Pressure”
Open Science Meeting.
The core question we ask is: ‘Why is it that so much knowledge and publicity about sustainability
at so many levels has led to so little action?’ We will unpack that question at different levels – the
difficulty of anticipating unintended consequences, the path-dependency of our societies, the
difficulties of preparing for and dealing with major catastrophes, the lacunae in our governance
system when it has to deal with global issues, the role of technology in our society and our (over-)
confidence in it, the tendency to strive for panaceas and silver bullets, the difficulty of anticipating
how societal dynamics will impact on our life, etc.

Next we will ask a series of questions about the nature of the transition: should we aim for a rapid
‘quantum jump’ transition or for a slow and incremental one? Should this be driven ‘bottom up’ or
‘top down’ or maybe ‘sandwiched’ between the two? How do we upscale the ‘bottom up’
elements and downscale the ‘top down’ approaches so that they are adapted to local
circumstances?

Third, we will raise the issue of how to instantiate this transition? How would we frame normative
goals? There is a troika around values, economics and institutions. How would we “create an ethic
of stewardship” or a “feeling of community”? How would we confront cultural and social value
differences? One cannot impose any specific practice because of ethics. Would one use tools
integrating persuasion, dialogue, policy debate, culture and custom? How can we identify
innovative and exciting accelerators of change? Could we build positive, plausible scenarios for
transition to a sustainable society that could provide a framework for future research. Would we
need to explore how to deconstruct institutions? What strategies for avoidance, adaptation, and
transformation are effective at large scales?

We need to re-engage ourselves, both as scientists, and as citizens. Although positivist science,
with its deliberate distantiation between the scientific mind and the mind of the individual, has
been extraordinarily successful, that is in part because it has decided not even to look at those
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questions that it cannot answer. That is one of the reasons we are in the current predicament.
That raises issues such as “To what degree can science contribute?”, “What will it take to have
scientific leadership that really leads to change?” We must accept our responsibilities at a
different level, and engage with our societies. We are not trained to do so, and it will seem that
we are going into a minefield, but that is the minefield in which the rest of society has been
moving all these years. We will also need to transform our own scientific institutions. Transdisciplinary work is not recognized or rewarded; disciplinary committees cut off the trans- at the
committee stage and inter-disciplinary journals have low impact factors. How do we stimulate
behavior change in our own community?

How can governments, at all levels, manage for emergence, so that it goes in the direction of
sustainability? A positive sign is that they take a stab at defining social/ecological boundaries. The
difficulty is in combining ethical and natural science dimensions ... Solutions will come from radical
participation ... Through making it fun and not painful. One cause for hope is that we do have
means for communicating with each other ... That is the whole idea of the open access movement:
to use the technological tools to disseminate the knowledge that we have. How do you harness
the energy of local experimentation (such as the “Transition Towns” movement in the UK, which is
now spreading to other countries)? One possible way to go about this is “emergence by design”,
combining bottom-up movements and ideas with a top-down selection process that moves us in
the right direction.

As it has been for hundreds of years, the most rational response to any transition movement from
the business community would be to commandeer the movement so that it may be at worst
controlled, and at best turned to a profit. This is clearly evident in the green-washing movement
and one reason that there is so much publicity regarding the term sustainability. Business “brands”
the movement as its own, takes charge of it, takes the wind out of it, makes it harmless, and if
possible even makes some money off of it. There is reluctance by scientists to pursue this thread
because it is admittedly cynical, but it is also the way of the real world.

Our effort should be directed at engaging our societies’ full innovative capacity in the task at hand.
We must find ways to both focus that capacity and to accelerate it. The unbridled innovation of
the last few centuries, driven by the desire to create value for our economies, is to an important
extent responsible for our current predicament. We need to focus innovation by always taking its
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potential environmental consequences into account, and we need to develop pathways to
accelerate such sustainability-focused innovation, removing bottlenecks and barriers. We are not
very good at either of these, and have to rapidly develop the know-how to improve that situation.

It is all about culture change. We must accept that we are living in a field of tension between
(growing) urgency and the need to fundamentally create a different culture with respect to
sustainability. Such cultural changes are generally slow. Which levers can we use to effectuate
cultural change? Shame is one of them, but there are others. In India, for example, sanitation has
been viewed as a collective action problem in the program: “No toilet, no bride”. In effect, this
program has used peer pressure (“because their friends are doing it”). The threat of calamity is
another. Lula was convinced to support REDD because Sao Paolo’s water supply was threatened.

“Rational behavior” is a problem within each culture, but particularly within our own. Standard
economic definitions of rationality pose individuals as self-interested utility maximizers. There is
nothing irrational about ignoring a call to sustainability if it leads to a reduction in utility (i.e. wellbeing, wealth, etc.). The rational choice is to carry on with business as usual, thus the social
dilemma and collective action problem embodied by the prisoners’ dilemma. It is clear from
behavioral economics that the standard neo-classical definition of rationality is inadequate. Its
major inadequacy is its failure to consider relative standing and interdependent preferences.

An important tool in this is, of course, education. We teach in general along principles that date
back at least half a century, if not more (in certain disciplines). One important innovation would be
the systematic introduction of models in education from a very early age, as this trains people to
think in alternative solutions, and therefore stimulates both critical thinking, and searching for
multiple solutions. The tools are available. Another important tool would be the systematic
introduction of art and creativity in schooling throughout life, as this favors multi-dimensional and
intuitive thinking as opposed to current linear and rational thinking.

In the end, such unpacking will then allow us to detail these questions into more specific research
questions that can form the basis of research projects and programs in a range of domains, such as
cognition, decision making, the role and functioning of institutions, technology and innovation
between society and environment (STS), ‘old’ and ‘new’ economics, complex adaptive systems
research, societal cross-scale dynamics, social learning and -innovation, education, and many
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more. Then we will push the envelope further and identify specific areas where solutions must
(and can) be found for the most pressing societal challenges we are likely to experience in the next
thirty years as part of the transition. Not in a naïve, scientific way, but absolutely brutally
realistically.

VII. 2. Urban resilience as a Complex Adaptive Systems challenge

Of the roughly 7 billion people on Earth, 3,5 billion (50%) live in cities, and within the current
century, this is expected to rise to 80% (some 6,5 billion of the 8-9 billion people expected). The
development and growth of urban systems is the most constant dynamic in human societies since
about 6000 years ago, and in recent years individual cities have reached proportions that were not
imaginable even fifty years ago. In effect, since the earliest towns emerged, urban systems have
multiplied and grown thousandfold. Recent research attributes this to the fact that most
innovations emerge in cities, so that they act as drivers for the surrounding rural society. Yet
individual cities are the least sustainable and most vulnerable institutions in our societies. They
are centers of wealth disparity and social insecurity, loci for sanitation and waste problems,
sensitive to epidemics and other health issues; they are energy-intensive and high infrastructure
maintenance, they are often noisy and polluted, etc.
Cities are CAS par excellence; they innovate and change rapidly, but the trajectories they take are
difficult to predict or to impact. They consist of many tightly entangled interactive networks of
cables and tubes, streets and avenues, businesses and social groups. The huge investments in their
creation and maintenance, as well as their tight integration make them high-risk systems, prone to
external and internal perturbations. They are highly multi-scalar in space and time; the interaction
between ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’ is nowhere as pregnant as in cities. Hence, in recent years,
urban systems have become a major topic of interest to scientists and to politicians, decisionmakers of all kinds, and the general public.
Though the research is done in trans–disciplinary teams, it remains essentially sectorial (focusing
on water, energy, pollution, metabolism, etc.). We must change this by making an encompassing
investment in CAS modeling of urban dynamics, aiming to deliver a coherent set of portable
models of urban dynamics. To understand urban dynamics, and to effectively make decisions
about cities and urban systems, such a CAS approach is essential:
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1.

Focus on urban systems instead of individual cities (cf. Pumain 1992). Work in Europe on
Europe, the US, India and S. Africa shows that one gets a much better perspective on the
long-term urban dynamics when one does not look at individual cities, but at the systems
of cities (from large to small) that interact in urban systems. At the top level, the world
urban system, in which Singapore, Hong Kong and other major trading cities (Shanghai,
New York, London, etc.) are linked seems to be the appropriate level of urban analysis to
determine the sustainability and resilience of these cities. At a level below, essentially that
of continents, the same can be said for places like Paris, Berlin etc. in Europe, Philadelphia,
Boston, L.A., but also Phoenix. The research shows that the resilience or sustainability of
cities is to an important extent determined by competition between them at such levels,
and that spatial, legal, demographic, resource and innovation differences play an important
role.

2.

Apply complex systems concepts and approaches. Recent research (e.g. Bettencourt &
West 2010) has shown the power of conceiving urban systems as complex systems, in
which dynamics among actors at many different levels interact to create the patterns
observed. Most of the dynamics are driven bottom-up, and can be modeled in multi-level
models that use agent-based modeling, network analysis and other complex adaptive
systems techniques. At issue here is that urban systems combine hierarchical and market
dynamics, and that the analysis therefore needs to be able to combine both. One possible
approach is to decompose the urban dynamics into intersecting subsets based on the
temporal dimension of their dynamics, such as has been proposed by Allen (Allen &
Hoekstra 1993) and by Gunderson & Holling (2002).

3.

Combining different modeling techniques. The complexity of urban dynamics makes it
essential to model these to improve understanding. In creating a CAS perspective on the
dynamics of the whole as well as the individual parts, we will combine various Agent Based
Models (reflecting the ‘bottom-up’ component of behavior (individuals, families,
companies, etc.) with Network Models reflecting the various urban infrastructure networks
and the social networks processing information in the city. Differential-equation Models
will reflect the ‘top-down’ component of behavior (rules, institutions, external conditions),
etc. The (multi-scale) spatial structure will be included as a set of GIS layers with transition
matrices, setting the conditions for changes in spatial structure.

4.

Comparative studies between individual cities. Many of these exist, but generally they are
not done from the kind of perspective that we are proposing here. From a spatial
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perspective, as well as an environmental and institutional one, it would be interesting to
compare very different cities in different contexts from a unified perspective, so as to
identify the differences and similarities that emerge under such different circumstances.

To understand urban dynamics, and to effectively make decisions about cities and urban systems,
a Complex Adaptive Systems approach is essential. We must therefore make an encompassing
investment in CAS modeling of urban dynamics, aiming to deliver a coherent set of portable
models of urban dynamics. The basic idea is the decomposition of urban dynamics into a
hierarchical set of sectorial dynamics operating at similar timescales, such as developed in
ecological hierarchy theory (Allen & Hoekstra 1993). In developing a CAS perspective on the
dynamics of the whole as well as the individual parts, we should combine various Agent Based
Models (reflecting the ‘bottom-up’ component of behavior (individuals, families, companies, etc.)
with Network Models reflecting the various urban infrastructure networks and the social networks
processing information in the city. Differential-equation Models will reflect the ‘top-down’
component of behavior (rules, institutions, external conditions), etc. The (multi-scale) spatial
structure will be included as a set of GIS layers with transition matrices, setting the conditions for
changes in spatial structure.

Such models should enable us to learn from the past for the future of urban systems. We can use
them to answer sets of questions of a general nature, such as:


How can cities as complex adaptive systems increase resilience to negative social and
environmental disruptions (e.g. pandemics, sea level rise)?



How can ecosystem services be maximized in ways that minimize social and
environmental inequities in urban systems?



How can path dependencies be eliminated or diverged to increase the adaptive capacity
of urban systems?



Nearly all future population growth will occur in cities, and primarily in the developing
world. What strategies can provide decent livelihoods in wealth-limited regions while
maximizing social, human, natural, physical, and financial capital?



How can urban sustainability strategies reduce uncertainty and variability in growth
patterns, especially boom and bust cycles that threaten long term planning
perspectives?
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What tools are necessary to anticipate emergent systems (e.g. social movements,
innovation) that can transform, if guided properly, urban areas towards sustainable
futures?



Are there optimal city scales and configurations that lead to urban sustainability?



What are the best methods for measuring urban sustainability where materials, energy,
and information (urban metabolism) and costs and benefits can flow with low friction in
a global economy?
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Main questions on City Systems posed at the Brussels the First Open Global Systems Science Conference,
Brussels, 8-10 Nov 2012
First session (original):








What drives the seemingly inexorable growth of urban systems?
What might level off this growth?
What would a generalizable theory of urban systems look like?
How would we collect, and deal with, the data?
How could we model it?
How could we derive scenarios from the models?
How might such a model serve to improve decision-making?

Second session (original):









What would a sustainable city look like?
What would make urban systems more sustainable?
What are the trade-offs that would need to be dealt with?
What kinds of institutional change would this require?
What kinds of policies would need to be put in place?
How could we mobilize society to that effect?
How could ICT play a role in this process?
How could ICT create a synthesis between ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’?

Arising from the workshop discussions:



General: How can we ‘learn from good examples’?
Essential questions on the ‘What’ call for better methods & descriptions of city systems, based on a
growing amount of available data. As these systems exhibit (A. Wilson):
 a strong path dependence of development and
 a challenging high dimensionality.



They call for intelligent databases within a “global” context and modelling solutions (not start-fromscratch!) that are understandable/transparent for users. It seems important here to stress on both the
conceptional, spatio-temporal multiscale structure of city systems (of systems) (D. Pumain) as well as
the organisation of cities and their levels of sub-systems, identified by their functionality (C. Barrett).



In the context of a massively growing amount of avaiable data, “you cannot just look at the data and
hope to get an epiphany” (L. Bettencourt). Arising questions are:
 Which kind of structures emerge?
 Which of these really matter?



Cities, basically, are social networks, embedded in space-time through infrastructure. So the essential
key to the existence and development of cities is connectivity. Thus, arising questions are:
 HOW are contributing variables identified as city-state-variables (statistical mechanics)?
 HOW are the concepts best implemented in the presence of BIG city data?

 Concerning the wicked nature of the existing challenges [referring to "Dilemmas in a General Theory of
Planning" (1973) by Rittel&Webber] in describing complex city systems, a great deal of effort has to be
put into asking the right and precise questions.
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